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Dr. Jones honored by
MCCH for dedication
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Rushing
Mayor
Tom
summed up Dr Conrad Jones'
medical career as the Muir-a'.Calloway County Hospital
Board of Trustees recognized
the physician for his dedication
to the community.
"When we mention babies
being born, we mention Dr.
Jones," Rushing said.
And the hospital board wants
the community to continuing
thinking like that
The trustees unanimously
approved honoring Jones by
naming the name new labor and
delivery suite in the Women's

Pavilion at MCCH, which is
expected to open at the beginning of February in what used to
be the hospital's long-term ,are
unit, after the founder of Murray
Women's Clinic
"'This has caught me completely flabbergasted," Jones
said." I thank you for a honor
I question whether I deserve, but
I appreciate it"
Jones started the clinic after
coming to Murray in January
1950 with a vision he's now seeing fulfilled. The clinic is the
state's largest obstetrics/gynecology practice outside the um Venny groups in Lotusvilk and
Lexington. With the hospital

expansion including a &strut
ed area for
women's
health. Jones
said his dream
is being fureven
thered
more
ore,
An
house of tf
Women
Jones
is
Pavilion
being planned Its tic it month
"I CAMC to Murray With
dream. and I think a few of us
live to realize their dream completely fulfilled.- Jones said

•See Page 8A

Hospital board addresses
Stark Law violations, issues
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Wnter
Twenty-one months after violations of federal law that governs financial relationships
between physicians and a
healthcare organization became
Murray-Calloway
public,
County Hospital is moving forward with what is a trunimum
penalty.
Hospital CEO Keith Bailey
and MCCH Board of Trustees
TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times
chairman Jack Rose executed an
Murray resident Jimmie Joyce, a Salvation Army volunteer, rings the bell to collect donations agreement with the U S
for the needy in Murray and Calloway County at Wal-Mart Wednesday evening. To the surprise Department of Health and
of SA officials, an anonymous donor placed two silver and gold coins wrapped in a $100 bill
into one of the organization's kettles earlier this week

Human Service's Office of
Inspector Ca,neial regarding the
hospital's self-reported Stark
Law violations and other federal
compliance issues. The board
authorized them to do so at its
NON.ember meeting.
The lack of lease agreements
with physicians in the Medical
Arts Building and the shortage
of documentation of business
transactions violated the Stark
Law, which aims to prevent
fraud and abuse
Bailey was tine with updating the Board of Trustees on the

issue during Wednesday's ugh
ing
"We has e executed that
agreement, so that's what I'd
like to report," Bailey said "
We'll just move ahead with
implementation of the require
ments of that agreement"
In an interview with the
Ledger & Tunes after the meet
mg. Bailey said requirements of
the agreement included paying a
$175,000 fine — which is far
less than what could have been

IN See Page 8A

Bell ringers, Need Line
get quite a Christmas gift
which was actually a one troy-ounce silver piece
By TOM BERRY
and not a coin, was worth about $12 to $15.
Staff Writer
"That's a gift in the $250 to $275 range. It's
It wasn't the gift of the Magi, but Salvation
Army volunteers in Murray were recently pleased meaningful for us," Lambert said, pointing out
and very surprised when two authentic silver and that it was one of the most unexpected gifts he has
gold coins wrapped in a $100 bill were found ever encountered in the years he has been involved
Salvation Army collections.
inside one of the organization's donation kettles.
"I've done this for 14 years and that's really the
Kerry Lambert. a Salvation Army representative in Murray who is also director of pastoral care most unusual gift we have ever received,"
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital, said Lambert said. "We get a lot of foreign coins from
Wednesday afternoon that the gift was found while time to time that that people drop in and probably
Pat Latimer, Barbara Hendon and other volunteers aren't worth much, but a.s long as I've been doing
were counting the day's collections at Murray's it this has been the most meaningful."
It is not certain exactly when or where the
Need Line office.
"I didn't see it because I wasn't counting donation was made, but Lambert and Latimer said
Money that particular night, but what somebody the volunteers would like for the donor to Imo
had done was take a $100 bill and wrap it around that their gift was received with thanksgiving.
"We were very excited with the donation
the two coins that were inside those coin protectors that collectors use and dropped it into the the unique way it was given," Latimer said.
"Obviously the donor wanted to remain anonybucket," Lambert said.
Latimer later called a coin shop in Paducah and mous, but I thought he or she might like to know
discovered that the $5 Canadian gold Maple Leaf
coin was worth about $150 and the silver coin,

GREG TRAVISitedgef & Times
Industrial Road in
Masonry.
from
Whit-Cot
crew
A
WORK:
OF
TOPS IN THEIR LINE
Murray, carefully works at the top of a new brick column at Main and 15th streets The
intersection at the southeast corner of the Murray State University campus was recentty
reworked and the new column has now been added Above, Randy Evans (left) and
Bobby Colson lay brick in preparation for the final cap

•See Page 2A

Murray BZA hear, rule on pair of conditional use permits at meeting
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Conditional use permits pertain to a variety of business and
situations. Just as the Murray
Board of Zoning Adjustments
that spent a great deal of time
discussing a couple during its
meeting Wednesday.
The BZA reviewed an existing permit to allow outdoor storage at Orscheln Farm and Home
Store then considered granting

permission for Chong Kim to
operate an on-site seamstress
business and an off-site permanent make-up from her 1502
Sycamore St. house.
The board outlined a plan for
Orscheln's to continue cleaning
up its outdoor storage that has
expanded beyond what is permitted and then approved Kim's
request as long as she doesn't
put up a business sign.
Both items were approved
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unanimously by chairman Bill
Whitaker and members Michael
Jordan, Scan Seiber and Helen
Spann. Members Andy Dunn,
Darren Jones and Ed Davis were
absent.
Kim's businesses would have
limited traffic as customers
dropped for clothing for alterations or other items related to
her seamstress work. She would
also use her home as an office
for her permanent make-up

business that would take her to
clients' homes to perform the
work.
In July 2004, Kim applied for
a similar home occupation permit, but that request involved
performing the permanent
make-up on clients in her home
One of the points Kim made
to the board was that on
Sundays she cooks for 20-30
international college students
who come to her house

something that creates more
traffic than her seamstress business would
Mary Ann Russell, who lives
across the street at 1503
Sycamore St., expressed con
cems that having one business
in the neighborhood would create a domino effect
"It was our feeling that one
sign placed in the yard would
open it up to other businesses
and our neighborhood would be

gone," Russell said on behalf a
few neighbors "One sign
affects the integnty of our
neighborhood."
Sober asked Russell if not
allowing Kim to base a sign
designating the residential property as including a busines,
would help the situation
"That's something that cou1,1

•See Page 2A
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Blizzard shuts down Denver
DENVER (AP) — The
Denver area was motionless for
a second day today. City streets
were empty, nothing but stranded travelers moved at the airport. long stretches of highway
were impassable, even the mail
couldn't get through after a
powerful blizzard dumped 2 feet
of snow on the region.
"It feels like I'm a refugee,"
said Lisa Maurer, a University
of Wyoming student who was
stuck at the Denver airport as
she tried to make her way home
to Germany.
Some 4,700 people hunkered
down with her overnight at
Denver International Airport
after all flights there were canceled. The runways weren't
likely to reopen until Thursday
night, airport spokesman Steve
Snyder said.
More than 30 inches of snow
fell in the mountains and up to 2
feet fell in the Denver metro
area Wednesday and early
Thursday.
Denver, Colorado Springs
and other cities along the Rocky
Mountain Front Range were virmal ghost towns after workers
slipped and slid their way home
on Wednesday and stayed there.
The wind-whipped snow was
finally expected to taper off in
Colorado on Thursday afternoon. To the east, warmer temperatures meant even Chicago
was only forecast to get heavy
rain as the storm moved
through.
In Colorado's socked-in eastern half, though, few travelers
were going anywhere Thursday
morning. The Colorado Springs
airport reopened and some airlines were flying, but getting
there was nearly impossible.
Bus and light rail service in a
around
region
six-county
Denver was suspended. The
State Patrol reported a rash of
collisions but no fatalities.
Gov. Bill Owens declared a
state of emergency and activated the National Guard, which
assisted dozens of motorists on
the highways around Denver
and delivered diapers, formula
and bottled water to the airport.
Long stretches of lnterstates
70 and 25, the main east-west

AP
baggage
Airport
International
Denver
a
on
rest
Ill.,
Wilmington,
Cox,
Summer
of
and
John, left,
carousel while they wait out the storm that closed the airport Wednesday in Denver.
and north-south routes through
the Mountain West, were closed.
Interstate 76 was closed from
Denver to Nebraska.
"They pulled everyone off
the highway," said Leon
Medina, manager of a truck stop
on Interstate 25 in Walsenburg,
about 130 miles south of
Denver."Cars are all around the
building. Trucks are all over,
trucks and cars pulled into
ditches."
At least 270 people took
refuge at seven American Red
Cross shelters in the Denver
area and the number was
expected to rise as motorists
arrived by the busload early
Robert
said
Thursday,
Thompson, spokesman for the
Mile High chapter.
"It's just amazing how many
people are still out there."
Thompson said.
Shelters also opened in Fort
Collins and Colorado Springs,
and the Red Cross provided 140
cots for nearly 350 people
stranded at a Greyhound bus
station in downtown Denver,
Thompson said.
Weather Service program
manager Byron Louis said it
was the most powerful storm to
hit Colorado since March 2003,

when a massive blizzard
dumped up to 11 feet of snow
and was blamed for at least six
deaths.
Major malls closed early
Wednesday. One, Flatirons
Crossing Mall in Broomfield,
northwest of Denver, offered
warmth for motorists stranded
along U.S. 36, the major link
between Denver and Boulder.
Mail service was canceled in
the eastern half of the state
because roads were impassable
for mail carriers getting to work
and for trucks delivering mail
four days before Christmas.
"We don't want to take the
risk of clogging up the system
just by being out there," said Al
DeSarro, a U.S. Postal Service
spokesman in Denver. "We're
considering delivering on
Sunday to mak, up for what's
sure to be a backlog of mail."
Denver International Airport
closed to all flights at mid-afternoon Wednesday. More than
1,000 flights were canceled
through Thursday. United
Airlines canceled more than 670
flights into Denver, plus 160
that had been scheduled to take
off before noon on Thursday.
Frontier Airlines canceled up to
190 flights.

IN Conditional ...
From Front
change my mind," Russell said.
"... What goes on in that house
when there's no sign is none of
my business. It's the placement
of a sign that could inspire other
people."

With the approval, customers
visiting Kim's house have to
pull out onto 15th Street rather
than onto the busy Sycamore
Street from the circle driveway.
"If this application weren't
being made, you'd be hard
pressed to tell it was going on. A
car pulls up, someone goes in,

they talk about sewing," Seiber
said. "... I'm a not a seamstress,
but I don't think you can generate enough traffic (to have a
problem)."
board
the
Meanwhile,
reviewed the conditional use
permit Orscheln Farm and
Home Store was granted in

II Bell ringers ...
From Front
how much the generous gift was appreciated."
The two coins will be sold and the cash will be
used by the Salvation Army in its effort to assist
the needy in Murray-Calloway County this
Christmas season.
Tonia Casey, executive director of Need Line,
said she was excited by the gift.

"That was really something for them to do it
like that. That was so exciting," she said.
Casey said the Salvation Army Board of
Directors provided Need Line with about $2,500
this year.
"We usually buy the meat with that money, but
this year we bought certificates to help the families during Christmas,- she said.

City sanitation dept. adjusts pickup
schedule for Christmas, New Year's
ings. All other customers
should set out their curbside
containers on their normal
pickup day.
Some pickup routes may
run later than usual.
Transfer
Murray
The
Station will be closed both
Christmas Day and New
Year's Day.
Any residents with questions should call 762-0380.

Special to the Ledger
With the upcoming holidays, the City of Murray sanitation department will be
closed Dec. 25 for Christmas
and Jan. 1 for New Year's Day.
During those two holiFlay
weeks, sanitation officials are
asking customers who are
scheduled for garbage pickup
on those Mondays to set their
trash out on the Tuesday morn-

Town Crier
NOTICE
• A Calloway County
Fiscal Court meeting is
scheduled for 5:30 p.m.
Weaks
the
at
today
Community Center. The
agenda includes consideration of an agreement regarding an electronic waste colproject,
board
lection
appointments and public
comment among regular
monthly business.
IIII To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.

7442,fovo44 Seadac
We'd like to display our best wishes and appreciation for the many
good people we've had the privilege to meet and serve this past year.
Here's hoping your Christmas is merry and bright in every way
Thank you so much for voting us your Favorite Hardware Store.
We ook forward to serving you in the coming year.
•
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"I'm just happy to be alive. It
was a terrifying drive," Sara
Kelton said of her two-hour
crawl over slick, snow-clogged
roads to get to the airport.
Thirteen hours after he left
his Denver office for a bus ride
home to Boulder, Alan Barr was
stuck at a Red Cross shelter in
Denver, barely closer to home
than when he left for work.
His bus left hours late and
then had to turn back. He
trudged into the shelter at about
12:25 a.m. Thursday with other
discouraged riders but said he
had not given up on the bus system.
"Days like today are an
exception," he said. "I believe in
public transportation."
Commuters on several buses
had similar experiences, said
Scott Reed, spokesman for the
Transportation
Regional
District, which operates the
buses and light rail system for
the six-county Denver metro
area."Most of the buses weren't
stuck in snow, there was just no
traffic moving," Reed said. "It
was absolute gridlock."
Public transit service, which
was suspended Wednesday, was
not expected to resume until late
today at the earliest.

Calloway County Sheriff's Department
a.m. Tuesday after a
• Extra patrol was requested at 739
prowler the day
possible
a
reported
Road
caller from Swift
before.
to Murray Police
• Pella had a gas leak that it reported
requested
.
Calloway
MPD
Tuesday.
p.m.
Department at 7:21
Murray Municipal
County Fire-Rescue check the building for gas.
Utilities also was notified and approved allowing employees to
return to the building
Murray Police Department
• Four Murray residents were arrested after officers searched
a Michelle Dhve apartment on Monday afternoon. Officers
responded to 1410-A Michelle Dr. after a caller reported a subject passed out at 1:58 p.m. Nickelle Rosenberg, 21, Jonathan
Frank, 21; Joe Ferguson, 25; and Lettie Peek, 21, were each
poscharged with trafficking within 1,000 yards of a school and
session of drug paraphernalia. The charges are enhanced
because they also were in possession of firearms.
• The Tanglewood Apartments office was reported burglanzed
at 5:49 p.m. Tuesday.
— Information is obtained from reports, lope
and citations from venous agencies.

KSP says travel
with caution

Special to the Ledger
FRANKFORT, Ky. — The
Kentucky State Police advise
motorists traveling during the
upcoming Christmas weekend to
expect increased traffic on the
state's roadways. They can also
expect the increased presence of
state troopers and their local law
enforcement partners beginning
at 6 p.m. on Friday and continuing through 11:59 p.m. on
Monday.
"In addition to thousands of
residents making in-state trips,
there will be large numbers of
out-of-state visitors and motorists
travelling through the state."
KSP Commissioner Jack Adams
said. "This situation will bring
crowded conditions that could
potentially have a dangerous
impact on highway travel."
During last year's three-day
Christmas holiday period, there
were 922 motor vehicle crashes
in Kentucky resulting in eight
deaths and 377 injuries. Ninetyfive of those crashes involved
alcohol-impaired drivers.
"The real tragedy of these statistics is that they are preventable," Adams said. "Road safety
is no accident. As responsible citizens, we have a duty to act in a
manner that protects our fellow
citizens as well as visitors traveling through the state. No one
February 1998 for outdoor stor- wants the holidays to be a time of
age to occupy 20 parking places. family tragedy and suffering."
The requirements included
According to KSP Lt. Phil
expanding fencing to 69 feet to '-Crumpton following proven safethe south and designate a 20 1/2- ty procedures and behaviors can
foot fire lane. Fabric screening greatly increase the chances of
also was placed on top of the avoiding or surviving a vehicle
front wall and the outdoor stor- crash. "Speed, visibility. inattenage was to be kept in an organ- tion, not using seat belts,
ized manner.
impaired driving and bad judgeBut since then, the merchan- ment are some of the major facdise has expanded beyond the tors contributing to fatalities and
permitted section and some- injuries resulting from vehicle
times into the fire lane on the crashes," he says. "However,
south side of the building.
there are specific actions drivers
Manager Eric Mitchuson can take to reduce their risk."
wasn't at the meeting, but
The KSP recommends the folPlanning Assistant Peyton lowing:
Mastera said City Planner
—Wear a seat belt and make
Candace Dowdy had talked with sure all passengers do as well,
him a few times in the last cou- including children. It's your best
ple of months.
defense in a vehicle crash.
"It was supposed to be sea- Infants should be secured in a
sonal, and it's gotten to be a child safety restraint seat that
year-around usage," said David meets federal standards. As of
Roberts, the city's planning and Dec. 17, 872 people have lost
engineering director. "We've their lives on Kentucky highways
been working with them so long during 2006. Four-hundred-and... it was time to address it from sixty-eight of those fatalities
a formal standpoint outside our were not wearing seat belts.
office to go back to the board for
During a crash, violent forces
review. They seem to be coming of deceleration are created. Seat
into compliance, but they still belts distribute these forces over
have a ways to go."
taro- and stronger parts of the
The board decided to write body such as the chest, hips and
Mitchuson a letter outlining the shoulders. The seat belt also
original agreement and telling stretches slightly to slow the
him about the process to change body down and increase its stopthe conditional use permit.
ping distance. The difference in
stopping distances for a belted
person and an unbelted person is
significant. It's often the distance
between life and death.
—Slow down and obey speed
limits. The higher the speed of
• NI • MI MI •
- MI •
the vehicle, the less time the driv•
.
•
NM
/0 .
er has to stop and avoid a crash.
vmmonnui
fr—
wCw11
10001""
Excessive speed also contributes
to severity of impact when a collision does occur.
—Don't drive after using
alcohol or drugs. Kentucky has a
zero tolerance policy regarding
driving while impaired by alcohol. Operating a vehicle with a
blood alcohol level of .08 will
result in an immediate arrest even
for first time offenders. There are
no warnings. According to the
National Safety Council, someone dies in an alcohol-related
crash every 30 minutes. It's a factor in six percent of all vehicle
rashes and more than 40 percent
, tf all fatal crashes
—Wear a protective helmet
when operating a motorcycle.
Nccording to the World Health

Hwy. 45 N
Mayfield

View Our
Entire Inventory at
www.
bennettmotorsinc
.com

1-800-363-4720

011

Shertflhilleefirelies

Organization, not wearing a helmet makes the odds of suffering a
head injury three times more
likely.
—Don't follow a vehicle too
closely. Keep a safe following
distance. Allow yourself room to
maneuver or brake by keeping a
safety cushion on all sides of the
vehicle.
—Turn on your lights. This
makes it easier for other drivers
to set you. Being seen is just as
important as seeing.
—When stopped at a traffic
light, take one more look before
proceeding when the light turns
green. According to the
Insurance Institute for Highwav
Safety, red light running is on the
rise nationwide. Many driveconsider a yellow light as a lavt
chance to get through an intersection rather than a caution signal.
—Take extra care when driving at night. Traffic deaths are
three times greater at night than
during the day. Ninety percent or
a driver's reaction depends on
vision and vision is severely limited at night. Reduce your speed
and increase your following distances.
—Drive defensively. Steer
clear of trouble — expect bad
decisions by other drivers. Never
assume that other drivers will
make the right decision. Be ready
to react. Always expect the
worst-case scenario and ha',e
plan or escape route in mind
Watch out for other drivers
who weave, straddle the center
line, make wide turns, stop suddenly or respond slowly to traffic
signals. They may be impaired
by drugs or alcohol. Notify
police immediately if you see a
motorist driving suspiciously.
(You can contact the Kentucky
State Police toll free at 1-80n.
222-5555.)
—Use good judgement-just
because you can, doesn't mean
you should. Every day thousands
of drivers do things on the road
simply because they can, even
though they shouldn't. More
than 90 percent of crashes are
caused by driver error. The most
violations
common
traffic
include exceeding the speed
limit, rolling through stop signs.
failing to use signals, running
red lights, making illegal Uturns, passing on the right. failing to yield to pedestrians and
driving while impaired by alcohol.
—Get plenty of rest befoie
long trip. Fatigue can be a killer.
Don't start a long trip late in the
day. Don't drive alone. Adjust
temperature controls to keep
yourself awake and alert. Watch
your posture. Drive with your
head up and shoulders back.
Take frequent breaks, at lea'
every two hours.
—Anticipate. Look far dov..ii
the road. Learn to spot problems
and avoid them before they happen. Roadway clues can often
help to avoid a crash. Keep your
windows, mirrors and lights
clean and free from snow, ice.
dew and frost. Check your mirrors frequently. Watch for brake.
reverse and hazard lights. Be
aware of emergency vehicle
flashing lights and listen for
sirens. All of these can indicate
trouble ahead.
---Stay alert and focused-no
one is crash-proof. Drowsy driving causes more than 100,000
crashes each year, resulting in
40,000 injuries and 1,500 deaths.
Aggressive driving is a factor in
approximately 66 percent of all
traffic fatalities. Distracted driving accounts for 25 to 30 percent
of all crashes. Be attentive to the
task at hand-driving. Staying
alert and focused can help your
avoid a crash.
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Boy, 7, shot by cousin, 9, who
mistook gun for a toy

Id

LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — A 7-year-old central Kentucky boy
was accidentally shot by a cousin
Wednesday, authorities said.
Caleb Arnold, 7, and Andrew Seat, 9, were playing
at their
grandparents' house in Jeffersonville, about 35 miles east tit
Lexington, when they found a gun under the
bed. Montgomery
County Sheriff's Deputy Robbie Miles told the Lexington
HeraldLeader.
"They were playing cops and robbers," Miles said.
Andrew pointed a handgun at Caleb and pulled the trigger, Miles
said. The bullet tore through the right side of Caleb's neck
and out
the middle of his back.
Their grandmother, who was in another area of the home
and
heard the shot, came running into the bedroom and rushed Arnold
to a Mount Sterling hospital just after noon. He was flown
to the
University of Kentucky Hospital, where he was in critical condition
Wednesday night, a hospital spokeswoman said.
No charges were expected to be filed, Miles said. He did not
release the names of the boys' grandparents.
Miles said the grandparents typically keep the gun in a •Ck:lire
place. but had taken it out the night before because of the suspi‘'ious
behavior of a stranger who knocked on their door.
When he went to work Wednesday, he forgot to put the gun back.
Miles said.
"It was a mistake that happened," Miles said.

Panel appointed to investigate
destruction of court records

dB*
we

. LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — A five-member panel will investigate the destruction of court records in Jefferson County that prosecutors and judges say could harm the administration of
lust cc.
The panel is charged with finding out why the records were
destroyed and whether any of the information is salvageable, said
Kentucky Supreme Court Chief Justice Joseph Lambert. On
Wednesday, Lambert appointed the group, headed by Kentucky
Court of Appeals Judge Thomas Wine.
"It may well have been that significant mistakes were made."
Lambert said. "At this point, we don't know how big the problem
is. Once we know, we'll fix it."
The misdemeanor records, paper, microfilm and microfiche,
were all at least five years old and were hauled away from the
Jefferson County Courthouse on Nov. 29. All the records have since
been destroyed. Electronic records of old misdemeanor convictions
also have been purged from the state court computer system.
Prosecutors said the purge wipes clean the slate of many people.
Jefferson County Commonwealth's Attorney David Stengel said the
destruction leaves prosecutors without key pieces of information for
use at sentencing and bond hearings, as well as trials.
The records were destroyed under a statewide document-retention policy that was amended last year to include electronic records.
The policy is designed to free up space and save money on storage
costs, but previously it only called for paper court files to be
destroyed after five years.

AP

DRIVE-BY SHOT: Vince Wunderlich, 17. braces for his flu shot, administered by Franklin
County Health Department registered nurse Jenny Owens at the health departments drive-through fiu shot clinic Tuesday
Wunderlich s employer paid
the $15 fee for his vaccination

The best gifts come
in small packages — right?

Eastern Kentucky man charged with
dumping sewage in river
HAGERHILL, Ky. (AP) -- An eastern Kentucky man was
indicted by a Franklin County grand jury Wednesday on a charge of
dumping untreated sewage into the Big Sandy River,
The Kentucky Bureau of Investigation arrested Dave Bowling,
59, of Hagerhill, on Tuesday on a felony charge of dumping a load
of sewage into the river less than a mile away from the Paintsville
water intake. Vicki Glass. spokeswoman for the state attorney general's office, said in a press release that agents from the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency and the Kentucky Cabinet for
Environmental and Public Protection assisted in a six-month investigation that preceded the arrest.
Bowling is accused of collecting raw sewage from commercial
and private septic systems in Johnson, Floyd and Martin counties
and dumping it into the stream.
Glass alleged that agents saw Bowling dumping sewage from an
8,500-gallon tanker into a drain leading to the stream.
Dumping sewage is a felony punishable by one to five years in
prison and a $25,000 fine, she said.

Kentucky, other coal producing
states to get funding boon

•

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Bush signed legislation
Wednesday that gives billions of dollars to coal-producing states to
clean up hazardous abandoned coal mines and pay for health care
for retired miners.
His signature ends a long fight that has pitted coal-producing
states against each other over the best use of funds collected for the
nation's coal mine reclamation program.
Coal-producing states, including Kentucky, will get an estimated
$6.3 billion for abandoned mine cleanup and another $1.6 billion to
pay for health care for retired miners who worked for coal companies that no longer exist, according to the federal Office of Surface
Mining. The money will be distributed from 2007 to 2025.
The bill, part of a sweeping tax bill, renews the abandoned mines
land reclamation program that was created in 1977,
The program is based on a per-ton fee that coal companies pay
into a fund. The bill makes spending for the reclamation program
mandatory, which means it would not be controlled through the
annual congressional appropriations process.

32" LCD Integrated HDTV

37" LCD Integrated HDTV

• 1600:1 Contrast Ratio • XD EngineT'
• ATSC/NTSC/QAM Clear Tuners
• Super IPS Technology • HDMI with HDCP
• 1366 x 768p Resolution
• 31.9"W x 22.3H x 4.9"D (w out stand)
• 31.9"W x 24.8"H x 9.3" D (with stand)

• 1600.1 Contrast Ratio • XD Engine'w
• ATSC/NTSC QAM Clear Tuners
• Super IPS Technoiogy • HDMI with HDCP
• 1366 x 768p Resolution
• 37.2W x 25.9"H x 5.1"D (w/Out stand)
• 37.2"W x 28.6"H x 11.31)(with stand)

$1,199.95

$1,599.95 fa La

•LG

32LC20

42" LCD Integrated HDTV
• 1100:1 Contrast Ratio • XD Engine"'
• ATSC/NTSC:QAM Clear Tuners
• Super IPS Technology • HDM) with HDCP
• 1366 x 768p Resolution
•415W x 29 4"H x 5 4"D (w out stand1
• 41 5"W *31 8"H x 11 9"D (with stand)

Martin dies from injuries related to
cycling accident 3 years ago

•

$1,799.95

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Kentucky civil rights leader Galen
Martin. who for nearly three decades led the state's Commission on
Human Rights, has died. He was 79.
Martin led the commission from 1960, when it was formed, until
1989. He was also credited with helping to push for the passage of
Kentucky's civil rights law.
"Galen Martin greatly served our commonwealth and our nation
with his steadfast commitment to the principles of equality." Linda
Strite Murnane, the commission's current executive director, said
Martin died Tuesday at his home from complications mifferett in
a bicycle crash about three years ago.

Audit: City of Manchester misused
tax dollars
MANCHESTER, Ky. (AP) — Officials in the this eastern
Kentucky city misused taxpayers' money to pave driveways for
nearly three dozen homeowners, state Auditor Cnt Luallen said
Wednesday.
An audit of the Manchester's finances revealed that the city
authorized the paving of private driveways as part of November
2005 contract to pave certain city streets.
The issue was addressed at a City Council meeting that month,
with Mayor Daugh White stating that the owners of the driveways
agreed to pay the city prior to receiving the service.
In interviews with the White and other city officials, auditors
were told that "six or seven" driveways were paved based upon verbal arrangements with the citizens, according to the audit.
However, auditors found no documentation for property owners
being billed or the city being reimbursed

37LC2D
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FORUM
What kids REALLY
wantfor Christmas
I feel bad for most kids
these days. Every Christmas,
they get way too much stuff
when memories are all they
want.
I'm 44 and barely remember most of the gifts I got
for Christmas as a kid. I do
remember the extraordinary
blessings I was given.
I remember. an unusually
warm December when I was
6. Dozens of kids were out
in the street playing, while
their dads hung Christmas
lights. I was looking out the
window when my father, the
Big Guy, pulled into the
driveway, a tree strapped to
the roof of our 1970 PlyMouth Fury.
He opened the garage
door and walked inside. He
came out carrying a large
Christmas tree platform he'd
kept strapped to the garage
wall. The Big Guy liked his
platforms sturdy, and he built
ours from a sheet of 4-footby-8-foot plywood and 2inch-by-6-inch studs. It was
heavy as lead, but he made
it look light as a feather.
The Big Guy was only 34
then, his hair black as coal.
He was youthful and powerful and madly in love with
my mother. They had four
children with two more yet
to come. And as he toiled to
get the tree straight on the
platform, he had no idea his
work would elicit powerful
memories in his son 40
years later.
For years, our Christmas
Eve ritual was the same.
Our next-door neighbors, the
Kriegers, visited. Tremendous
festivity filled the air. The
party lasted two or three
hours before we were carted
off to bed.
The Big Guy would stack
the old stereo console in the
dining room with every
Christmas record we had —
Mitch Miller, A Chipmunk
Christmas, Snoopy and the
Red Barron and Bing Crosby. Sleeping was near impossible until Crosby came on.
Not even the most hyper kid
could stay awake when the
needle danced over that
melodious tune.
And suddenly it was
morning. I'd jump out of my
bed and run around waking
my sisters. We'd rush down
to the living room. As we
opened our gifts, our dog
Jingles dived into the piles
of wrapping paper.
And when we were done
swapping gifts with each
other, we gave our gifts to
Jingles — six hunks of
rawhide. Her tail went wild
with excitement, and she'd
spend the rest of the day
chewing it in total content-

ment.
The Big
Guy always
made a
massive
breakfast on
Christmas
morning —
eggs, bacon,
ham, pancakes,
Humor
French toast
Column and English
By Tom
muffins
Purcell
smattered
Syndicated
with jelly.
Columnist
We'd sit
around
laughing and talking an hour
Of more.
Until the Big Gu) began
getting antsy.
"You kids have to get
ready for Mass or we'll end
up standing in the aisles like
we did last year," he'd say.
All the stragglers went to
church on Christmas, you
see - even the atheists must
have — because we regulars
had to get there extra early
to claim our usual seats. But
when you have five sisters,
each sporting the "Farrah
Fawcett" big hair of the era,
and ONE full bathroom, it
took us HOURS to get
ready.
Their big hair prompted
the Big Guy's second major
Christmas morning concern:
"For God's sakes, don't run
your blow driers at the same
time or you'll burn the
house down!"
But every Christmas
morning my sisters ran their
hair driers at the same .time
— they didn't burn the
house down, but did blow
several fuses. And every year
we were late for Mass. We
stood in the aisles EVERY
year.
My sisters and I are in
our 30s and 40s now and
we laugh about these memories. The memories, in fact,
are all we really wanted for
Christmas, but we were too
young to know it then.
I know it now. Gifts
don't mean much, but people
do and our health does and
our love for each other does.
For most of the Christmases
of my life, everybody has
been healthy and blessed.
Thags all I want for
Christmas this year. More
good memories. That's what
every kid really wants, too,
and we ought to give it to
them.
Instead of a bunch of
_
stuff.
Tom Purcell is a humor
columnist syndicated exclusively by Cagle Cartoons.
For comments to Tom, e-mail
him at TomPurcell@aoLcom.
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In '08, it's Hillary's race to lose
The battle for the 2008
Democratic presidential nomination will come down to two
candidates: Hillary vs. the UnHillary.
Sen. Clinton is so polarizing and a female candidacy is
so novel, that the race for the
nomination
must revolve
around her. Who will the UnHillary be?
The early front-runner is
Illinois Sen. Barack Obama.
As a new African-American
face, he has the same sort of
first-of-a-kind credentials as
Hillary and boasts genuine outsider status as well.
But Obama is very, very
inexperienced. He was elected
to Illinois' state Senate in a
one-party district, then won
the Democratic U.S. Senate
primary because his wealthy,
spend-it-all opponent was

caught in a
messy
divorce
scandal just
as his candidacy was
peaking. He
won in the
general election of '06
because IlliMorris
is a
Advisory nois
blue
state
By Dick Morris
the
and
Syndicated
Republican
Columnist
who was to
be his adversary dissolved in a marital
scandal of his own, whereupon the talent-poor local GOP
opted to import the aburdist
candidate Alan Keyes — making Obatna's victory a foregone conclusion.
In his book "The Audacity
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of Hope," he confesses that in
his Senate campaign "no candidate ran a negative TV ad
about me." That's as close as
you get to a political equivalent of virginity.
Can Obama weather a presidential race? He better ramp
up his learning curve if he is
going to try. His book is filled
with feature-story fluff about
his background, eloquent philosophizing on the state of our
nation and its history, and
freshly scrubbed naivete about
the political process.
But it lacks any substan-

tive ideas, policy innovations
or even any insightful analy
sis of public issues. Unles% he
can step beyond such Oprahlevel content, the national press
corps will have him for breakfast.
The bottom line? He could
grow into the role of a national candidate, but don't count
on it happening this year
Dick Morris was an
adviser to Bill Clinton for
20 years. Look for Dick's
new book "Condi vs.
Hillary - available now
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Mrs. Mary Ruth McCuestas

The funeral for Mrs Mary Ruth McCuiston will be
Fnday at I
m. in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral
Horne. Rev.
Kerry Lambert will officiate. Mush: will be by Darrell
Gibson,
,Icalist. and Oneida White, pianist.
Pallbearers will he David McCuiston, Tnpp
McCuiston. Josh
Hill. Timmy Adams. Tony Adams, Jeffrey Adams and
Michael
\dams. Burial will follow in the Hicks Cemetery. Visitation
will be
the funeral home after 4 p.m. today (Thursday).
Expressions of
mpathy may be made to Hospice of Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital, 803 Poplar St., Murray. Ky., 42071.
Mrs. McCuiston, 65, Murray, died Wednesday, Dec. N. 2006,
at
:40 am. at Spnng Creek Health Care. She taught school
for 27
sears in the Calloway County School District, including
Hazel,
Southwest, East and Calloway County Middle schools.
She was a
member of First Baptist Church and of the Order of the Eastern
Star.
On Sept. I. 1956, she was mamed to Bobby T. McCuiston, who
Jan.
18. 1998. Also preceding her in death were one daughter,
died
Chnstine Murdock. and two brothers, Joe Ernenne and Mark
Emerine. Born Oct. 8. 1941, in Joy. Ky., she was the daughter of the
late Joseph Emerine and Opal Parker Emennc.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Linda Wray and Mrs.
Susan Miller and husband. Ronnie. two sons, Bobby McCuiston and
wife, Beth. and Dr. Steve McCuiston and wife, Jill. and one brother.
Ralph Emenne and wife. Alice, all of Murray; 10 grandchildren,
Shawna and Derrik Edwards, Tripp McCuiston, Whitley
McCuiston, Wesley McCuiston, Andrew McCuiston, Anna Hill,
Josh Hill, Paige Miller and Will Miller; one great-grandchild.
Makena Grace Edwards; two brothers-in-law. Charles McCuiston
and Ronald Adams.
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Kentucky state trooper killed in crash
while responding to non-emergency call

PIKEVILLE, Ky.(AP)- A
Kentucky State Police trooper
killed in a collision along an
eastern Kentucky highway
Tuesday night was turning onto
a median and didn't sec the
other vehicle, authorities said
Wednesday.
Jonathan K. Leonard, 28,
died almost 18 years to the day
from the last death of a
Kentucky state trooper in the
line of duty, state police said.
The driver of the other vehicle, Eugene Sisco Jr., 45, was in
serious condition at University
of Kentucky Medical Center.
said Trooper Scott Hopkins,
spokesman for the Kentucky
State Police in Pikeville.
State Police Commissioner
Jack Adams said Leonard was
responding to a non-emergency
Mrs. Marion (Kay) Filbeck
[he funeral for Mrs. Marion (Kay) Filbeck will be today call and was turning to meet
Fhursday I at I p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. another trooper on the median
Rev. Randy Lowe and Rev. Jimmy Fulton will officiate. Bunal will when the crash
occurred. Adams
follow in the Brewers Cemetery.
said details of the accident were
Visitation is now at the funeral home.Expression.s of sympathy
may be made to Oak Grove Cumberland Presbytenan Church still under investigation, and no
Building Fund,do Carolyn Collins. 190 Cascade Hill Road, Benton, citations had been issued.
Ky., 42025.
"Without
getting
into
Mrs. Filbeck, 67, Oak Grove Church Road, Benton. died specifics, it's obvious he didn't
Monday. Dec. 18, 2(X)6. at 6:40 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County see the
other vehicle," Adams
Hospital. A homemaker, she was a member of St. Paul Lutheran
said.
7'It
was
a tragic accident."
Church. Dearborn. Mich.. but attended Oak Grove Cumberland
Adams spoke to reporters
Presbyterian Church.Preceding her in death were one daughter,
Debbie Tnpplitt; one sister, Betty Jacobs, and her parents. Clarence after laying a wreath in memory
King and Eva Morris King. Survivors include her husband. Gilbert of Leonard at the Fallen Trooper
Wayne Filbeck; one daughter, Mrs. Eva Hubbard. Benton; two sons. Memorial in Frankfort.
Darrell Filbeck, Benton. and Hoye Filbeck. Smithland; one brother.
Leonard was pronounced
Jack King, Florida; six grandchildren. two great-grandchildren.
dead at the scene of the 6:20
p.m. EST crash on U.S. 119 in
Sidney in Pike County.
Gov. Ernie Fletcher directed
that flags at all state office buildings remain at half-staff in honor

Blood bank seeks
0-negative donors
The Blood Bank at MurrayCalloway County Hospital is
expenencing a blood shortage of
()Negative blood and is looking
for individuals who are willing
to donate.
MCCH Blood Bank has new
hours for drawing blood:
Monday through Thursday from
7 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. and Friday
from 7 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
The constant supply of blood
provided locally to the MCCH
Blood Bank provides the gift of
life to many people. From a
convenience perspective, it only
takes less than an hour to make a
blood donation and donations of

all blood types are greatly needed. The blood received by
MCCH Blood Bank stays in the
community to serve the needs of
patients within our area.
A blood donor must be at
least 18 years of age (or 17 with
parental consent), be in good
health, weigh at least 110
pounds, and pass the brief physical and health history exams
given pnor to collecting the
donation.
To make an appointment to
donate blood or to find out
where the next blood drive will
be held, contact the Blood Bank
at 270-762-1119.
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Sec. of the Justice and Public Safety Cabinet Gen. Norman Arflack (left). Kentucky State
Police Commissioner Jack Adams (center) and Sec.of the Governor's Executive Cabinet
Robbie Rudolph (nght) laid a wreath at the Fallen Trooper's Memorial at KSP headquarters in
Frankfort Wednesday in honor of Trooper Jonathan Leonard. who died Tuesday in a motor
vehicle crash while on duty in Pike County.
of Leonard. Flags were at halfstaff for Staff Sgt. Thomas W
Clemons,
a
Kentucky
Guardsman who died of a bean
attack on Dec. II while preparing to go on patrol with his team
near Ad Diwaniyah. Iraq.
-This is a tragic loss for the
Kentucky State Police and we
will keep the family. friends and
colleagues of Trooper Leonard

in our thoughts and prayers."
Fletcher said 'This tragedy is a
stark reminder of the tremendous sacnfice made on a daily
basis by those who protect us
and enforce laws."
Leonard had worked for the
agency for three years, all at the
Pikeville post.
He was the 24th trooper
killed in the line of duty in the

agency's 58-year history and the
first since Trooper Johnny
Ednngton was killed Dec 21.
1988 in Laurel County, police
said.
Visitation is set for 5-9 p m
Friday. at Hatfield Funeral Home
in Toler. Funeral sers kes are set
for 11 a.m Satuniey at Ness
Bettry High School in Gocid

Check Out These
Great Holiday Deals!

SONY
50" SXRD Rear Protection Television
• Full loeoP resolutson
• Full HD (1920* 1080(Pictute
SXRD"• chip
• 3 SXRD chips (FVG/Ei), Over '2 Yllior Ore's each
• Contrast Ratio up to 1000011
• 1080p Input tot Full HD via ROM rear cora-whorls i x2)
• Bottom Speaker. Skm and Stylish Design
KDS-50A2030 $2399.99

SONY
50" 3LCD Rear Projection Television
• HD (1280 a 7201 Picture Resolubon (LCD Chip)
• 3 LCD Chops (FVQ13). 921.600 Pixels Each
• Cinema Black Pro for excellent Contrast Ratio
• 50" screen 1/aril with bottom speakers
•2 HMO (Rear) and 3 Component Inputs (1 Sider? Rear
KDC-50E2000 $1799.99
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Air Products
- 030
AT&T,
+11.03
11B&T
44.211- 0.07
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+ 0_31
Briggs & Stratton -----27.29 + 0.05
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.0.20
Dean Foots
4213•4.01
Exxon-Mobil
70.22•1.14
Ford Motor
•0.04
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General Moton
•0.02
GlaxoSmitliKline ADR --51.91 • 0,39
Goodrich _________.45.95•6.15
Goodyear
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BRAVIA T" S-Series Digital LCD Television

SONY
BRAVIA'
"S-Series Digital LCD Television

• HDTV with ATSC Digital Tuner
• BRAVIA Engine' lull Digital video Proces-so'
• Digital audio amplifier
• Light 98CISOr backlighting control
• 1386 x 768 HD Panel Resolution
KDL-48S2010 $2799.99

• HDTV with ATSC Digital Tuner
• BRAVIA Engine' itil Doug video procecsoi
• Digital audio amplifier
• Light sensor bwidlghling control
• 1366* 788 HO Panel Resolution

SONY

SONY

501-2652010 $1299,99
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55" SXRD Rear Protection Television

60" SXRD Rear Protection Tninvisicni

• Full 1080P resolution
• Full HO(1920 x 1060)Picture Resolution with SXRD' chip
• 3 SXRD chips (FleGtv Over 2 Million Pixels each
• Contrast Ratio up tc '000011
• 1080p Input tor Full 00 vAa WWI rear connections (x21
• Bottom Speaker SW,end Stylish Design
KDS-55A2000 $3599.99

• Full 1080P resolution
• Full HD (1920 a 1080)Picture Resolution with &KM' ttip
• 3 SXRD chips(MB). Over 2 Minor Poems each
• Contrast Ratio up to 10000 t t

• imp input for Full HD via HOW rem oonneckora (a.21
• Bosom Speaker San and Stylah Doom
11)S 80A2000 $2799.99
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'Family'is name of poem
written for Christmas season

.t7.nouriceirien1

Harley
Wightman-Dale
Mehr
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Edward
Mehr of 835 Burcham Rd..
Clinton, Ky., are the parents
of a son, Harley Wightman-Dale
Mehr, born on Sunday, Nov.
26, 2006, at 2 a.rni at Saint
Frances Medical Center, Cape
Girardeau, Mo.
The baby weighed 7 pounds
8 ounces and measured 17
inches. The mother is the former Celisa Ann Garland. He
has one sister.
Maternal grandparents are
Dale and Ann Garland of Murray.
Paternal grandparents are
Nancy Burcham and Walter
Mehr. both of Murray.

Purchase Area
Chapter
of Kentucky
Retirees will
meet Jan. 4
PADUCAH, Ky. — The Purchase Area Chapter of Kentucky
Public Retirees will meet Thursday, Jan. 4, at 10:30 a.m. at
Pizza Inn, 1001 Joe Clifton
Dr., Paducah.
This will be a combined
luncheon and business meeting.
Rita Bailey, dietitian at Lourdes Hospital. Paducah, will be
the speaker.
All retirees of the Kentucky
Retirement System in Ballard,
Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton.
Hickman, graves. Marschall and
Cracken County Retirement
Systems and Kentucky State
Police Retirement System are
encouraged to attend.
For information call 1-270898-7289 or 1-270-444-7335.

To place an
ad call
753-1916

keenthaurraillillia

Photo provided
IAAP PROJECT: Pictured left is Imogene Kimbro and second right is Marjorie Butler, residents of Spring Creek Health Care, with Jennifer Dixon, community service chair of Murray
Chapter of International Association of Administrative Professionals, and Ashley Butler.
Jennifer and Ashley distributed Christmas cards to the residents at Spring Creek as thelAAP
Murray Chapter members had signed as the December Community Project for the organization. The two residents are great-grandmothers to Ashley. For more information on IAAP
Murray Chapter call Marion Hale, president. at 809-2387.

Murray woman will be honored
at 90th birthday party Tuesday
Mrs. Mae Waters of 813
South Ninth St., Murray, will
turn 90 years old on Christmas day. She was born Dec.
25, 1916, in Huron, Tenn., to
the late Lonnie H. and Eva
McCarter Rogers.
She has three living sisters,
Mrs. Nadine Garner and Mrs.
Lavelle Page of Tennessee and
Mrs. Sue Blankenship of Virginia, and one living brother,
Lloyd Rogers of Fulton. Three
deceased brothers are Otis.
Wilbur and Gilbert Rogers.
Mrs. Waters moved from
Tennessee in 1952 to Plymouth.
Mich., where she worked at
Burroughs Corporation, Kroger
Stores and Michigan Bell Telephone Company. It was at
Michigan Bell that she met
and married Sidney Waters, a
native of Murray. Ky. Upon
their retirement, they moved
to Lakeland, Fla., in 1974.
After 14 years in Lakeland,
they decided to return to Sidney's hometown in Murray

Mae Waters
where Mae has resided since
1987.
In November 1997, Mr.
Roberts died, and 10 days later
in December Mrs. Roberts lost
her daughter. Jeanne, of Lansing, Mich., from breast can-

cer. Mrs. Roberts continues to
reside in her long-time home
on South Ninth Street and has
her membership at Grace Baptist Church, Murray.
Her three grandchildren are
David Brandon and wife, Sharee, and their two sons. Drew
and Jared, of Lubbock. Texas,
Dana Balan of Sebastopol,
Calif., and Susie Breaugh of
San Jose, Calif.
On Tuesday. Dec. 26, Mrs.
Waters will be honored at a
special 90th birthday celebration at Sirloin Stockade Family Restaurant in the Bell Air
Plaza, Murray.
Those attending, in addition
to family and friends from
Murray, will include family
from Tennessee, California and
Florida.
"Throughout her life, Mrs.
Waters has always exemplified
her Baptist belief through her
generosity, her faith and her
caring for others," a family
member said.

Saresa Davis has written a special poem
about family being truly a Christmas gift.
and her mother, Ionia Casey, wanted to share
it with our readers. It is as follows:
FAMILY
Taking your family for granted
Is one thing we all have done
In the past or the present
Our loved ones we have shunned.
You must be cautious with criticism
And generous with praise
Jo's
Because one family is all you will ever
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen have
On this earth with you day by day.
Community
Families need to give support
Editor
From one to another
Whether you are young or old
Your age doesn't matter.
Families are the everlasting union
Of beauty, perfection and love
Each of us hand picked by God
And sent from above.
Affection and consideration
Is what family is about
To be polite and courteous to one another
And to never have any doubts.
Families are to cherish
Every night and day
So pray for this family
That God has sent your way.

Need Line to close two days
Murray-Calloway County Need Line will be closed Monday
and Tuesday in observance of the Christmas holidays.

Library will be closed for holidays
Calloway County Public Library will he closed Sunday.
Monday and Tuesday in observance of the Christmas holidays

Glory Bound will not meet Friday
Glory Bound Entertainment at Goshen United Methodist Church
will not be held on Fridays, Dec. 22 and 29, because of the
Christmas and New Year's holidays. For information call Joe
Lawrence at 753-5643. Renee Taylor at 753-8124 or Patrick
Lea at 761-2666.

Murray Singles plan dance
Murray Singles Organization will sponsor a New Year's Eve
Dance on Sunday. Dec. 31, from 8 p.m. to 12:30 a.m. at the
Joe Creason building. Benton. The cost will be $7 per person
and music will be by Brad Huntley. Each one is asked to
bring a snack to share. Soft drinks and coffee will be provided. The public is invited. For information call Mike at 7593180 or Pat at 489-2909.

Oaks Country Club plans party
A New Year's Eve party will be Sunday, Dec. 31, from 8
p.m. to 12:30 a.m. at the Oaks Country Club. The cost will
be $10 per person. Music will be a Di. Members and nonmembers are welcome. For reservations call the pro shop, 7536454, from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Thursday TOPS Club will meet
Thursday TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Club will meet
today at 5:15 in the annex of Calloway Public Library. The
meeting is open to the public. For information call Marge
Andrews at 753-7732.

Hazel club plans dinner meeting
Hazel Woman's Club will have its Christmas dinner tonight
at 6:30 at the Hazel Community Center. The meal will be
catered by Cindy's of Paris. Tenn. Janice Wilkinson will give
the devotion. All members are urged to attend.

Mt MY THE JOY

Bell ringers are needed
The Calloway County Unit of The Salvation Army is looking for bell ringers. All ringing will take place outside the
entrances to Wal-Mart. Individuals or groups may sign up for
one hour or more time slots. Ringers are needed today from
6 to 9 p.m. and Saturday, from 9 to II a.m. and 3 to 9 p.m.
Those interested are asked to call Kerry Lambert, unit chairman, at 753-7265 and leave a message.

We wish you many repetitions of good feelings
and holiday spirit.

Thank you, again and again, for letting us serve you.

Happy Holidays from...

Copy Plus, Inc.

Good Life group plans trip
The Murray Bank Good Life will host a seven-night vacation to a resort in Riviera Maya. Mexico. April 20-28. 2007.
Deposits should be made as soon as possible and the balance
must be paid by Jan. 12, 2007. For more information or to
become a Good Life member, contact Brenda Sykes at 767338 or e-mail bsykes@themurraybank.com.

Chestnut St.• Murray

Congratulations to
71/lary Jane koherion
11arra1 Caffowa,Count,
71
/20are/ of lealtor.3

Realtor of the gear

2006

irom your frieraL al __Kopperui Realty.

Photo provided
DONATION GIVEN: Pictured is Jennifer Dixon, member
of the Calloway County Homemaker Friendship Club,
right, presenting a donation to Roger Polo for the Calloway
County Pre School Christmas Program. The donation will
help the children from the pre school have a nice holiday.
For more information on the CCHM Friendship Club contact Brenda Kimbro, president, at 436-5216 or the
Calloway County Extension office at 753-1452.

WATCH needs cans
WATCH Center at 702 Main
St.. Murray. needs aluminum
cans for an on-going fund-raising project.
Peggy Williams, director,
said "these may be taken to
the center during regular hours.

or persons may drive through
the driveway on the west side
of the center and place them
in the cotton wagon there anytime day or night or may be
donated at Make A Difference
Day."

Laker Band cards available
Laker Band cards are still available at the cost of $10 each
and can be purchased by calling Wendy Collins at 293-2932
or at the Calloway County Board office.

Special course will he offered
A person can make difference in the _lives of people in the
community and receive three hours credit from Murray State
University by signing up for YNL (Youth & Nonprofit Leadership) 290 for the spring semester. A major part of this class
is providing service to one of over 50 nonprofit organizations
in and around Murray. including the local Big Brothers Big
Sisters program and Need Line to mention a few. For more
information contact by e-mail to roger.weis@murraystate.edu or
call him at 809-3808.

Relay for Life team plans promotion
The Relay for Life team of McKinney Insurance Services,
Inc., will have a rebate week at Pizza Hut in Murray through
Saturday. Customers are asked to tell the cashier they are there
for the team.

Senior center selling calendars
Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens Center is selling
an historical calendar of Murray with the cost being only $5
which would be an excellent Chnstmas gift. All profits will
go to help fund the services offered at the center.
Mary Jane Roberson

KOPPERUD REALTY
711 Main Street

753-1222

Health Express lists stops
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will
offer vision/glaucoma and blood pressure screenings from 8:30
to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.ln. Friday at Wal-Mart, Pans.
Tenn.
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Hillary Ann Hulse and Christopher Iles O'Neal announce
their approaching marriage.
The vows will be said on Saturday. Jan. 6. 2007. at 4:30
p.m. at Coldwater United Methodist Church.
All relatives and fnends are invited.
The bride-elect is the daughter of Malcolm and Ginny Hulse
,)f Murray.
Her grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Locke of Murray, Mrs. Margaret Hulse of Spanish Fort. Ala., and the late
Malcolm Carter and Alice Hulse.
The groom-elect is the son of Steve and Jean O'Neal of
(hvensboro.
His grandparents are Dr. and Mrs. Charles O'Neal, Mrs.
Helen Rayburn and the late Eugene Davis.
Miss Hulse attended Calloway County High School and is
urrently attending Murray State University where she pursuing a degree in pre-medicine. She is employed by Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Mr. O'Neal attended Christian County High School and is
majoring in music education at Murray State University. He is
employed by Pilgrim's Pride.

Story and Barker
Greg and Karen Story of Pur-year. Tenn., announce the engagment and approaching marnage of their daughter, Autumn Leighann
Story. to Jarod Carl Barker, son of Don and Pat Barker of
Buchanan. Tenn.
Miss Story is the granddaughter of June Cole of Murray.
Kenneth Wilson of Paris. Tenn.. and Tommy and Linda Story
of Murray and the late Janie Story.
A 2004 graduate of Murray State University, she is a member of North Fork Baptist Church and is self-employed.
The groom-elect is self employed.
The wedding will be Saturday. Feb. 3, 2007, at 2 p.m. at
North Fork Baptist Church, Jones Mill. Tenn.
All relatives and fnends are invited.

.2nnioersary
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Holt, Sr.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Holt, Sr. of Dexter will celebrate
their 72nd wedding anniversary on Dec. 26, 2006.
They were married on that date in 1934 in Granite City.
Mrs. Holt. the former Nellie McKinney, is the daughter of
the late Charles and Maude McKinney.
Mr. Holt is the son of the late Leo and Cora Holt.
They have 10 living children and five children deceased. 27
grandchildren living and three grandchildren deceased; 38 greatgrandchildren and one deceased great-grandchild; one greatgreat-granddaughter; several stepgrandchildren and stepgreatgrandchildren.
No special celebration is planned.
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I don't care how poor a
man is; if he has family,
he's rich.
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Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Douglas Hocking of Debary. Fla..
announce the engagement of their daughter. Lacy Hopson Hocking. to Kevin Layne Opp Jr.. son of Mrs. Lynne Vincent of
Bremen. Ky.. and Kevin L Opp of Madisonville. It!,
Miss Hocking is the granddaughter of Mrs. Maunnc Jones
Hopson and the late Dr .1 Lacy Hopson of Murray. Ky . and
Max D. Hocking and the late Margaret and Eagleson Hocking
of Dundas. III.
Mr. Opp Jr. is the grandson of Mrs Ruth H Smith and the
late Hobert Moon-. of Murray and Mr. and Mrs. Howard Opp
of Huntsville. Ala.
The bride-elect is a 2003 graduate of Calloway County High
School and is attending Murray State University. She is employed
by Copy Express and as girls junior varsity soccer coach for
Calloway County Schools.
The groom-elect is a 2P0f, graduate of Murray State University and is employed by Pella Corporation.
The wedding will be Saturday. May 19. 2007. at 5:30 p.m.
at Elm Grove Baptist Church. Murray.
All relatives and fnends are invited.
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Hocking and Opp

Paul and Sandy Sasso of Murray announce the engagement
of their daughter, Maggie M. Sasso. to Ben Jones, son of
Ralph and Fay Jones of Manchester, Tenn.
Miss Sasso is the granddaughter of Rose Miller and the late
William F. Miller of Laurel Springs, N.C.. and the late Victor
and Dorothy Sasso of Windsor. Ontario.
Mr. Jones is the grandson of the late Thomas and Edith
Whitchurch and Raymond and Nancy Jones of Newport News.
Va.
The bride-elect is a 2006 graduate of Murray State Univer.ity and is now pursuing a master of fine arts degree.
The groom-elect is a 2006 graduate of Murray State University and is now pursuing a master of science in mechanical engineering.
A July wedding is planned in Manchester, Tenn.

If you are a NEWCOMER to
Murray/Calloway County
Call BARBARA G. JACKSON
AT 753-8062 OR 293-4113
COMMUNITY OREET7NG SERVICE FOR
A SPECIAL WELCOME
We want to bring you gifts from many of our
business and professional people. Its their way of
saying. "We are glad you have moved to
Murray-Calloway County."
We have been welcoming NEWCOMERS
since 1946 almost 60 ears!

* ORNAMENTS
• GIFT WRAP
* CHRISTMAS
CANDLES
• CHRISTMAS
PLACEMATS,
NAPKINS AND
NAPKIN RINGS
• CHRISTMAS
POTPOURRI
SPRAYS
• PIER 1 HOLIDAY
DINNERWARE
• WREATHS
GARLAND, BERRIES
AND PICKS
• LOTS MORE!
* GREAT GIFT
SELECTIONS STILL
AVAILABLE!
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located on 121 ,North

Dr. St( .en Farmer & Dr. Brad Robertson.
IiniiI Delitistr
Dr. James \Neils. Famil Dentist
Dt. Scott Foster. Chiropractic
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•Jones...
From Front
"My objective in life was to
increase the quality of care in
obstetrics and gynecology in
this community. I haven't done
that- alone. With Dr. (Gene)
Cook joining me, we established
a clinic."
Cook was quick to eliminate
Jones' questions about whether
he deserves the recognition.
"He very much does deserve
it. What he has done for this
community — there is no way to
express," Cook told the board.
"I appreciate very much the fact
we've been shown this honor."
Hospital board chairman
Jack Rose said Jones' impact on
the community is evident.
"I think all of us who have
lived here all or most of our
lives have a great appreciation
as we've gotten to observe your
contributions," Rose said.
Other Murray Women's
Clinic physicians also joined in
the praise for their veteran colleague. The youngest of the
bunch — Dr. Jason Hunt —
thanked Jones for the opportunity to return to his hometown to
practice.
"He has a lot of ability from
the standpoint of medicine, but

he has a lot of insights every
office needs to hold it together,"
fellow obstetrician/gynecologist
Dr. Tom Green said.
Dr. Dawn Deeter said she has
been most impressed with how
Jones has kept himself updated
with medical news and research
after practicing for more than
five decades.
"For me, he's been an inspiration." Deeter said. "I just think
it's amazing what he's been able
to do, still practicing all these
years."
In other business, the board:
—Approved unanimously
using a construction manager atrisk approach to the $40 million
expansion project that is in the
design phase. Only board member David Taylor was absent.
Rose and MCCH Director of
Plant Operations Bud Byars
explained the approach to the
board as using a construction
manager to deal with all the subcontractors, thus locking in a
bid, avoiding sales tax on many
purchases and allowing a sooner
start date. Once the bid is locked
in, the construction manager is
responsible for making the project cost doesn't exceed the projection. Should the project be
more costly than expected, the

construction manager is responsible for the loss rather than the
hospital.
"The construction manager
assumes full liability of the project, locks us into a price and fast
tracks the project." Byars told
the board. "... We certainly try to
incorporate all the local people
we can."
Byars said he'll take proposals from firms experienced in
healthcare construction. His
research has shown firms' fees
range from 2.5 to 3.75 percent
of the project.
Mayor Rushing also told fellow board members that he's
had some questions about the
scope of the project cost. Of the
$40 million estimated for the
new facility with more than
170,000 square feet that will
face Vine Street, only $30 million is being bonded. The other
$10 million is be funded through
MCCH's existing cash.
Also related to the construction project, the board approved
JRA
with
contract
the
Architects. The agreement
includes the flat 5 percent fee.
"Everything they've done so
far rolls into that price," CEO
Keith Bailey said.

Photo provided

II Stark Law ...
From Front
assessed. The other major
requirement involves using a
company that conducts independent reviews of the hospital
to ensure its administrators are
complying with regulations.
Specifically, public accounting and consulting firm Crowe
Chizek will monitor the compliance over the required threeyear period. "They will make
sure we are paying attention to
all the details." Bailey said.
MCCH Vice President for
Brad
Services
Financial
Bloemer told the board that
Crowe was awarded the bid
even though its cost was slightly
higher because the other bidder,
BKD, already prepares the hospital's cost reports. Bloemer
said Crowe will conduct an
annual, on-site review but may
evaluate hospital data more frequently.
"I don't think you ought to
review your own work,"
Bloemer said. "If we are going
to do this, we need to do it
right."
The federal Stark Law says if
physicians have financial relationships with an organization,
those relationships must meet
certain criteria. Otherwise, those
physicians are not permitted to
refer patients to the hospital for
Medicare services. Also, the
hospital can't bill for the service, and would be subject to
penalties if it did.
The U.S. Congress enacted
the Ethics in Patient Referrals
Act in 1988 after recognizing a
health care-related anti-kickback statute was difficult to
apply to financial arrangements.
Former hospital CEO Jon
publicly
O'Shaughnessy
announced the federal violations
in March 2005.
Not long after he was hired a
year earlier. O'Shaughnessy
started looking into the financial
relationships between MCCH
and physicians and learned previous hospital management
failed to properly document
business transactions with doctors who provided consulting
services and neglected to assess
Medical Arts Building space at
fair market value for lease
agreements.
The violations were selfreported to the Office of
Inspector General and the U.S.
attorney's office in Louisville.
Hospital attorney Chip Adams
said the disclosure likely helped
the parties come to a favorable
resolution.
The investigation included
going through records. assessing
Medical Arts Building space to

Calloway
FOOD DRIVE:
School
Middle
County
recently held a Food Drive
coordinated by the Youth
Service Center and the
Student Council. The student body collected 3,975
Faith
food.
of
items
Burkeen's 6th grade homeroom, top photo, collected
975 cans. Three other
homerooms also made a
significant contribution to the
effort. These were the 6th
grade homerooms of Mickey
Garrison and Kevin Suiter
with 872 and 566 respecJennifer
and
tively
Dunnaway's 7th grade class
with 438 cans. All of the
food items were donated to
Need Line. Pictured at left
are 6thh graders Nick Betts
and Matthew Gore assisting
in the organization of food
items at CCMS.
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determine a fair market value,
drafting lease agreements with
doctors, adjusting rent prices,
and training staff and board
members on compliance issues.

The key for Bailey is resolution.
"This is a dead issue," he
said.
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Go to any Fleming Furniture location and vote
for your favorite Christmas tree with a canned
good item. One canned good equals one vote.
All donations will be distributed to needy
families this holiday season through the
following organizations:
In Paducah: The Family Service Society
In Benton: Marshall County Needline
In Murray: Calloway County Needline

Spa Bloc color

Thanks to thefollotriag sclioslafor decorating the trees:
aark Elementary
Ballard Elementary Aspire Program
South Marshall Middle School
Benton Middle School
Benton Elementary
Central Elementary
Sharpe Elementary
North Marshall Middle School

Murray Elementary School

Closeout.
Bros hill Sofa Table,
Cocktail & .: End Tables

SALE

5849
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Reclining Sofa
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$739
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With China Cabinet
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,
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RACER BASKETBALL

Racers vs. Ifissiard
Deer Today
noon: 7 p m
Sne: RSEC Murray
Series record: IASAJ
leads 9-7
Coaches:
Jimmy
Tines's.
(153-117,
10th
season),
Buy
Samlord,
Kennedy (5-7, first
season), Murray Stele
Radio/television: Froggy 103 7 FM,
wets Neel Bradley & Nalhan Hsgdon
Ps0Babla !Wrens Lineups:
Sambre' (4-4, 2-0 OVC): C-Travis
Pelsrson. 11 8 ppg. 5.4 rpg. G-Jerry
emilh. 138 ppg. 60 rpg. G-Jason
Elba. 24 ppg. 2 1 rpg. G-Rendell
Guam. 200 ppg. 3.6 rpg, G-Jos Ross
IsAemts, 11 8 ppg , 5 4 rpg
Murray State (5-7, 3-1): C-Rob
Kemedy, 6 1 ppg, 22 rpg. G-Bruce
Caner Ill ppg. 48 rpg G-Darsero
Thomas, 46 ppg. 28 rpg. G-Ed
Horton. 76 ppg, 39 apg. G-Tyler
Holloway. 101 ppg. 25 apg
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March-like Madness
RACERS,SAMFORD
SQUARE OFF WITH
FIRST-PLACE ON THE
LINE AT THE RSEC

Sam.

By
NANNEY
Sports Editor
In may only be late December. but the
Murray State Racers are facing one of
their biggest games ot the season in
tonight's Ohio Valley Conference show-

down with league co-leader Samtonl.
The Bulldogs (4-4, 2-0 OVC),the preseason pick to win the conference after
falling to the Racers in last season's tournament championship game at Nashville,
look the part of a contender after starting
league action with two straight wins - albeit narrow victories over Jacksonville
State (54-53) and Southeast Missouri
State (65-64).
Head coach Jimmy Tillene's squad
enters tonight's 7 o'clock tip-off at the
Regional Special Events ('enter on a high

alter guard ktry Smith S °AM ao-coata
drive in the waning seconds pioduced the
game-winning layup at SEMO on
Tuesday night.
Samford has every starter back front
last year's 20-11 finish except reigning
OVC Player of the Year .1 Robert Merritt.
The roster includes the stellar backcourt
duo of Smith and senior Randall Gulina
Entering today's play.(iulina leads the
OVC in scoring at 20.0 points per game
while shooting 36 percent from 3-point
11B See OVC 2B
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PREP BASKETBALL
ROUNDUP

LOUISVILLE 71, SAVANNAH STATE 45

Br

CCHS breaks
two-game skid
with win over
Lady Scotties

E for Effort
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3 PLAYERS LEAD LADY
LAKERS AT
BEREA TOURNAMENT

PITINO GETS
COMBINATION
IN WIN OVER
TIGERS

Staff Report
BEFtEA, Ky. — Calloway County
put three players in double figures as it
up-ended Mercer County 54-46 in the
first round of the Berea Holiday
Tournament on Wednesday night.
Kayla Cunningham led all Lady
Lakers with 19 points and finished with
10 rebounds. Rachel Adams also
notched a double-double with 14 points
and 15 boards, while Beth Ross added
12 points for
Calloway, which
improved to 5-2.
"We used our size advantage, and
they couldn't guard us in the post,- said
Calloway coach Scott Sivills.
After trailing Mercer County 24-20
at the break, the Lady Lakers played
the Lady Scotties to a 35-all tie at the
end of the third quarter.
"In the second half, we weremuch
more patient with our offense and ran it
a lot better. This was a big win for us,
we really needed it," Sivills added.
The difference for Calloway, which
went 15-of-39 from the field, might
have been that it shot just as many free
throws, going 23-of-34 from the charity stripe.
Calloway held Mercer to just nine
free throws and 14 turnovers.
Sam Butts added four points, while
Karra Jones netted three. Shelby Webb
and Whitney Jones each finished with
one.
The Lady Lakers play St. Henry
today at noon at the Berea tournament.

Parker T'd up
LADY VOLS' STAR GETS
5TH DUNK IN WIN
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Tennessee's Candace Parker dunked
again but with a twist. For the first
time, she was whistled for a technical.
Parker had her fifth career dunk and
third this season with 12:56 left in the
first half against West Virginia on
Wednesday night. She stole the ball at
one end and jammed it in with one
hand at the end of a fast break.
This time Parker's dunk was more
emphatic with the rim making a louder
thud, and she finished by popping her
jersey.

AP

Louisville's Terrence Williams dunks the ball over Savannah State's Joshua
Obiaiunwa during the second half Wednesday in Louisville.

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) —
Rick Pitmo wasn't asking for
dominance or perfection, just
effort from his players after
back-to-back losses at home.
The Louisville coach got a
little bit of all three during the
Cardinals 71-45 win over
Savannah State at Freedom
Hall on Wednesday.
While the Cardinals (6-4)
hardly sparkled. They played
with the kind of confidence and
energy they lacked during a
frustrating loss to Kentucky
last weekend. And for a young
team still trying to find itself, it
was enough.
"We were hungry to show
everybody we're not going to
hang our heads,- Pitino said.
Instead, the Cardinals did
what they expected to do
against the weary Tigers i 5-10)
Louisville forced the tempo.
pressured Savannah State into
25 turnovers and seemed eager
to put a tumultuous week in the
rearview FillITM
Juan Palacios scored a season-high 20 points and grabbed
eight rebounds, thanks in part
to solid shooting at the free
throw line and a trimmer frame.
"We asked him to come in
much lighter than he was last
year.- Pitino said. "We think
(the extra weight) took away
from his jumping ability, his
quickness (but) he came in just
as heavy, if not a few pounds
heavier. Now he's lost 12
pounds in the last month, so he
looks better. He's more active-.
he's quicker."
Quickness, however, had
nothing to do with Palacios' 10of-12 effort from the free throw
line, an area he'd struggled
with all season.
It's something I've been
working on a lot, staying after
practice.- Palacios said. "It was
a normal game Anyone can get
20 points in a game like that
Nearly everyone got their
chance. Fifteen Cardinals
played and 10 scored, though
freshman
center
Derrick
Caracter wasn't one of them
Pitino suspended Caracter for
the game for violating team
nilcs

KENTUCKY
FOOTBALL

AP

No. business isn't Rooh Brooks'
game FootbaN is. And, whilst some
of his players say saving thee
coach's 'Gib was a motivating factor
dunng their breakout season, they
insist that didn't come from Brooks

One rung
at a time
WILDCATS

CONTINUE TO CLIMB
LADDER OF SUCCESS
UNDER

BROOKS

LEXINGTON. Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky football coach Rich Brooks
is happy to discuss blitz schemes ix the
1 formation, but he prefers to leave the
X's and O's of business to other people
-- even when it involves his own job
Brooks says he didn't mingle in the
behind-the-scenes maneuvering that
placed the Wildcats (7-5) in next
week's Music City Bowl against
Clemson (8-4). Nor does he seem overly concerned about finalizing the
details of the contract extension promised by Athletic Director Mitch
Barnhart.
"I would assume something would
be resolved," he said Wednesday
No, business isn't Brooks' game
Football is
MUSIC CITY WNL And, while
Ilissihadia vs. Clesnee
some of his
When: Noon on Fnday Dec
players say
29
saving their
Records: Kentucky 7-5
Caornson 5-4
coach's job
Where: LP Fold ii Nestwile
was a motinorms son Out
vating facTV: ESP%
Bowl Payout: 13 2 mon
tor dunng
Bowl web see:
their breakrrasSiCalytaai corn
out season,
they insist
that didn't come from Brooks
One day after practice last year, during the doldrums of yet another losing
season, offensive lineman Michael
Aitcheson recalls Brooks addressing
his owniob situation for the first and
only time. The mention came shortly
after Barnhart informed the team
Brooks would he back for another try
"He said. This is one of the down
sides of the game — the business
aspect." Aitcheson said.
Although Brooks insisted his team
not play for him this year. tight end
Jacob Tamme said he still took tremendous pride in what was accomplished
— lifting the program from mediocnts
and probation and landing the first
bowl appearance since 1999
"He's a humble guy." Tamme said
"He's coached at a lot of different
places. done a lot of different things
and he knows what he'. doing
Sometimes if% hard to get people to
accept that and not a young guy that's
always coming in with all that hoopla.
He'd rather stay under the racier and
build a quiet winner."
The players say the quiet part is jolt
Brooks' public persona. They tell Stories of their mild-mannered coach getting fired up about missed tackles or
dropped catches. In fact, when linebacker Wesley Woodyard_played word
In See BOWL 28

TOP 25 ROUNDUP

Arizona handles first ranked opponent this season

at.

AP

Tennessee's Candace Parker (3)
dunks the ball against West
Virginia's Lateefah Joye (31) during
the first half Wednesday in
Knoxville. Tenn

TUCSON,An.(AP( Ii took four
years. but Mustafa Shakur is becoming
the player Arizona coach Lute Olson
thought he could be.
Shakur had 23 points, six rebounds
and five assists Wednesday night to
lead the ninth-ranked Wildcats to a 7871 victory over No. 18 Memphis in the
Fiesta Bowl (lassie.
"He just is so different a player this
year than he's been before for us,"
Olson said. 'This is his team, it's his
leadership. He does a great jots of
breaking the defense down. It's the difference between night and day, in my
opinion, the way he's playing."
Freshman Chase Budinger. who
scored 15 of his 18 points in the 'second
half for Arizona 19-1), gave Shakur the
credit

"Mustafa played a heck of a game,Budinger said. "He was unbelievable
out there. He was just a leader out
there. That's what we need of him."
Shakur was the game's most valuable player
"I'm obviously still looking for my
teammates a lot,- he said "I want to get
them the hall. I feed oil them When
people stars doubling them, I am ready
to shoot"
In other games no olving ranked
teams on Wednesday, it was: No 5
Honda 88, Stetson (i7; No. 10 Alabama
82, North C'arolirui Sim 75; No 17
Washington 8$, No. 12 L.SU 72. and
No. 14 Connecticut 88. Pepperdine 66
Ahem erased a Else-point halftime
deficit to win its ninth straight game in
its first matchup with a nationally

ranked team this season It was the
Joakim Noah was 7-for 10 from the
final preconference tuneup for the field and scored 16 points for the
Wildcats, who open Pac-10 play Gators (10-2). who improved to 8-0 at
Thursday at home against ('aliforma
home and gave coach Billy Donovan
"This is not a team that'• going to his 236th victory at Honda Garfield
plateau.- Olson said "I think they're Blair led the Hatters i Si with
going to be a team that will keep get- points
ting better because they plas hard, they
No. IS Miasmas 112..
practice hard and they really enjoy
North
Candles St. 73
playing together"
is
hard
Ft
Hendrix
had 23 points and
Jeremy Hunt led the Tigers (8-3)
with 21 points, including 4-of-9 from 12 rebounds and Rosati Steele
1-point range Andre Allen added 1 c returned it' the Alabama Mew sod
points and Kareem Cooper had II for added 14 mints Steele. a first-4e=
Memphis
preseason all Amenca, tamed two
Memphis coach John Calipers was swum and played only 4 atisteies of a
entical of the effort shown by some of Gird utile bulling a spewed nide
his players but said the game was a nide aid embeiti. in his left knee His
learning rsproen.c
Mew fat ids game is a' in gumbos
Nen, Florida Itit, Stetson
abonly before tip 41
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OHIO VALLEY CONFERENCE ROUNDUP

Reed leads Peay to win over MTSU
EKU,MOREHEAD POST VICTORIES ON THE ROAD
CLARKSVILLE,Tenn.(AP) ers tied a school record.
— Drake Reed scored 21 points,
Darnell Dialls added 15
including a layup and free throw points for the Colonels and was
with 18 seconds left in overtime, 7-of-8 from the field. Julian
School
to lead Austin Peay to a 64-63 Mascot' scored 13 and Adam
Samford
2-0(4-4)
victory Wednesday over visiting Leonard 11.
Tennessee St.
2-0(4-5)
Middle Tennessee State.
led
Robinson
Gerald
3-0(8-3)
Drake's layup tied the game Tennessee-Martin
with 24 Eastern Ky.
at 63 and his free throw provid- points, including 6-of-9 3-point- Morehead Sate 3-0(6-4)
3-1 (5-7)
ed the winning margin for the ers, and McClenon Tolliver had Murray State
Austin Peay
Governors (4-6).
2-1 (4-6)
12.
Tennessee Tech 1-2(5-5)
Kevin Kariaskie missed a
Morehead St. 71,
Jacksonville St.
jumper with 6 seconds left for
1-3(3-7)
E. Illinois 63
Middle Tennessee (4-6). He had
1-3(3-10)
CHARLESTON, 111.(AP) — UT-Martin
sent the game into overtime by Shaun Williams scored 27 Eastern Illinois
1-4(443)
hitting a 3-pointer with 1:15 left
1-4(3-9)
points and Morehead State came Southeast Mo.
to make it 56-56.
back after trailing at halftime to
Vanderbilt 75,
Fernandez Lockett scored 17 defeat Eastern Illinois 71-63
Tennessee Tech 62
points for Austin Peay and had a Wednesday night.
game-high 13 rebounds. Landon
SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico
Cordaryl Ballard chipped in
Shipley added 12 points for the another 13 points for the Eagles (AP) — Ted Skuchas scored 16
Governors, who trailed 31-26 at (6-4,
Valley points to lead Vanderbilt to a 75Ohio
3-1
halftime.
62 win Wednesday against
Conference).
Tennessee Tech in a San Juan
E. Kentucky 82,
fell
behind
Morehead State
semifinal.
Tenn.-Martin 69
by as much as 15 points with Shootout
One of eight players to score
MARTIN, Tenn. (AP) — less than 5 minutes left in the
Mike Rose hit 7-of-9 3-pointers first half before clawing its way in double figures, Skuchas was
7-for-9 from the field and added
for 26 points to lead hot-shoot- back.
for
the
rebounds
ing Eastern Kentucky over
Eastern Illinois (4-8, 1-4) led six
82-69 29-28 at halftime and was lead Commodores. Alex Gordon
Tennessee-Martin
Wednesday night.
in scoring by Romain Martin, added 15 points.
Belton Rivers led Tennessee
Rose was 9-of-14 from the who had 18 points. The only
field for the Colonels (8-3, 3-1 other player in double digits for Tech (5-5) with 14 points.
Ohio Valley Conference), who the Panthers was Jon'Tee Anthony Fisher added 13, and
Amadi McKenzie had 11.
never trailed. His seven 3-point- Willhite, with 12.

esuremeet
Snows
ovccoved)

From Page 18
range. The 6-foot-1 Baton Rouge, La., native is
even better inside the arc, shooting 62.7 percent
from two-point range.
Smith, meanwhile, is 10th in the league in scoring at 13.8 ppg.. and leads the Bulldogs in assists
at almost five per outing. The 6-2 senior is shooting 54 percent from the floor.
Despite the exploits of Gulina and Smith.
Samford ranks just ninth in the 11-team OVC in
scoring with an average of just 63.6 ppg.
However, the Bulldogs rank fourth in the league in
points allowed, giving up only 66.9 per contest.
Converting offensively against the methodical
Bulldogs, who typically slow the game down with
their Princeton-style offense, is a concern of firstyear Murray head coach Billy Kennedy.
"Everybody gets enamored with their offense.
But they're a pretty good defensive team,"
Kennedy said of Samford."My biggest concern is
scoring against them. They play a different style
defensively — a lot like Boston College, where
they just kind of pack it in, switch everything and
make you beat them from the outside.
"We've got to push it and score in transition,
and we've got to make open shots because they're
going to give you open shots," he added.
Scoring has been somewhat of a problem for
the Racers at times during their 5-7 start, which
has produced a 3-1 mark in OVC play. MSU is
fifth in the conference in scoring (65.6 ppg.), but
has been prone to long scoring droughts as it continues to seek some continuity in its lineup.
The Racer roster is currently in flux as it tries
to adjust to the recent additions of guards Kevin

Thomas and Ray George, and prepares for the possibility of being without forward Shawn
Witherspoon, its most experienced player, for a
.
substantial amount of time.
Witherspoon, who is averaging 9.8 ppg., and
leads the team in rebounding (5.3 boards per
game), left Tuesday's win over Jacksonville State
with 9:36 left in the second half after re-aggrivating his left foot, which was broken in last March's
NCAA Tournament game against North Carolina.
The 6-5 senior has been laboring with the
injury all season since having surgery on the foot
in the offseason. Kennedy said the team's medical
personnel will re-evaluate Witherspot:ks foot to
determine the next course of action.
"Shawn's been playing hurt all year, and he's
doing the best he can," Kennedy claimed. "It's
been almost eight months (since the injury). I've
never seen anything like it. But we've got to get
him to a doctor and see why it's not healed. ...
We've got to do what's best for him."
Following tonight's game, the Racers will take
off for the remainder of the holiday season before
returning to action on Jan. 2 at Eastern Illinois.
MSU, which will also be on the road on Jan. 4 at
Tennessee State, will not play another home game
until Jan. 8, when it hosts rival Southeast Missouri
State.
According to Kennedy, the Racers will use the
time off wisely.
"We'll have a good week of practice after
(Christmas) and try to find out who needs to play
for us and who can help us win," he explained.
"We may have another group with a different look.
I just don't know how it will turn out, but we've
got to figure it out."
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SWIMMING
ROUNDUP
1portsored

Wellness
Center hosts
first local
meet
SIMMONS PLACES
FIRST IN BUTTERFLY
Staff Report
The Calloway High School
swim team participated in its
first local meet last Friday at the
Murray Wellness Center.
Murray High School hosted
the meet, which also included
teams from Trigg County and
Marshall County.
Senior Kayla Simmons
placed first in the 100-yard butterfly and second the 100-yard
backstroke. Sophomore Dylan
Fry placed fifth in the 100-yard
freestyle and third in the 100yard breaststroke.
Calloway Middle School
swimmer Robbie Canning
placed second in the 200-yard
freestyle and third in the 100yard freestyle. Seventh grade
swimmer Kristen Dennis placed
seventh in the 50-yard freestyle
and ninth in the 100-yard
freestyle.
Haley Dodd placed eighth in
the 50-yard freestyle and 10th in
the 100-freestyle, and Katlyn
Cook placed eighth in both the
100-yard backstroke and 100yard breaststroke. Sixth grader
Peyton Mays placed 13th in the
50-yard freestyle and 10th in the
100 backstroke.
The Lakers will be back in
action at the MSU Wellness
Center on Dec. 28 before competing at the Murray-Calloway
Hospital Wellness
County
Center on Jan. 11.

KENTUCKY
ROUNDUP
UK Hoops ends
homestand with
southern
WILDCATS MEET
JAGUARS AT 6
TONIGHT IN
MEMORIAL COLISEUM

Ih

Ilavorstock
Imams Agony
John Willett*

!Me Aerie
Irwunsno•

Nobody can protect your map
any better than we can!
211 S. 12tit St• Wanly, KY • 753-3415

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
Wedneeday's scores
By The Associated Press
PREP BASKETBALL
BOYS BASKETBALL
George Rogers Clark 66, Coy Holy
Cross 59
Lou St Xavier 62, Floyd Central. Ind
55
Paintsville 60. Rutherford Hoch School
Fla 54
Union Co 50 Princeton, Ind 47
Bethlehem Eagles Classic
Consolation Bracket
Bethlehem 58, McCreary Central 50
John Harder 57, Nelson Co 43
Consolation Bracket
Campbellsville 60. Lou Southern 51
76, Lou Atherton 73
Western
Lou
Bowling Green Tournament
Round 3
Apollo 34, Adair Co 24
Apollo 40, Franklin-Senpson 38
Barren Co 58, Rossview, Tenn 57
Christian Co 64, Lou Moore 44
Catboat GA 67. Adair Co 61
Franidin-Simpson 48, Oakland County,
GA 47
Hopkinsvale 40. Barren Co 39
Lou Eastern 68, Rossinew, Tenn 50
Muhlenberg South 62, North Hanlon 53
Muhlenberg South 62, Spring Hal. Tenn
52
North Hardin 57 Todd Co Central 49
Bryan Station Tournament
Round 1
Allen Co -Scottsville 91. Pike Co.
Central 58
Hazard 55. Pyle 52
Lea Bryan Station 81, Lou Seneca 61
Lea Henry Clay 77, Wayne Co 33
Lax. Lafayette 91, Woodford Co 65
Lea Paul Dunbar 88. Lou Shawnee 50
Lea Tales Creek 89, Scott 61
Madison Central 80. Lee Co 49
COOkV11110, Tenn, Tournament
Clinton Co 47, Jackson County Tenn
35
Edmonson County Caveland Classic
7th Place
Monroe Co 67 Whitiey Co. 65
5th Place
Metcalfe Co 53. LaRue Co 43
3rd Piece
Hart Co 56, Edmonson Co 50
Championship
Grayson Co 62, Ohio Co 54
Tournament
Academy
Glenn
Lou DuPont Manual 100. Long County,
GA 69
Hatfield and McCoy Shoot Out
Gilbert. W Va 53. Phelps 33
Henry County invitational
Oldham Co 66, Frankfort 45
Losers Bracket
Frankfort 51, Campbell Co. 50
Waggener
85, Harrison Co 51
Lou
Semifinals
North Oldham 56, Henry Co. 38
Oldham Co 70. South °Wham 61
Jeffersontown Gaslight Holiday
Classic
Round 1
Barberton, OH 52, Lou Butler 46
Holmes 53. Belmont, OH 47
Lou Jeffersontown 75, Fulton Co 35
Siegel. TN 70. Bullitt East 66
Johnson Central Tournament
Session 1
Ashland Blazer 80. belfry 71
Powell Co 72, Johnson Central 70
Logan CountylRusselville
Tournament
Logan Co 63, Community Christian
IPaducah) 32
McCieart County Fast Fuel Classic
Fort Knox 95, Ballard Memonal 43
McLean Co 61. Livingston Central 47
70, Lou
Christian
Webster Co
Academy 55
Whrtesville Tnnity 83 Dawson Springs
62
Madison Southern Tournament
Round 2
East Ridge 77, Berea 61
Garrard Co 73, Rowan Co 64
Lloyd Memorial 59. Rowan Co 50
Madison Southern 58. Garrard Co 54
Madison Southern 86, Lloyd Memorial
64
Taylor Co 76. Estill Co 62
Montgomery County Classic
Montgomery Co. 67, Bracken Co 51
North/South Laurel Holiday Classic
Round 2
Clarksville Northeast, Tenn 62. Lou
Trinity 60
South Laurel 67 Clay Co 52
Consolation Bracket
Greenwood 55. West Jessamine 41
Lou Valley 79. Whitefieed Academy 62
Raceland Derby Classic

By UK Sports Information
LEXINGTON, Ky. - The
Kentucky women's basketball
team closes out a four-game
homestand tonight when it plays
host to Southern in its third game
in five days.
It also will mark UK's final
home game before the new year.
Tip-off in Memorial Coliseum is
set for 6 p.m. The game will be
carried live on the Big Blue
Sports Network.
Kentucky (7-3) is coming off
an 84-37 win over Mississippi
Valley State on Tuesday. The
Wildcats will be looking for their
fourth consecutive win when
they face the Jaguars.
Junior center Sarah Elliott led
a strong inside presence for the
Cats against MVSU with a
game-high 21 points, while
freshman forward Lydia Watkins
brought down 10 rebounds.
Senior guard Jenny Pfeiffer
added 15 points. She has combined for 30 points and seven 3pointers in her last two games.
Junior
guard Samantha
Mahoney leads three Wildcats From Page 1B
scoring in double figures with association with his coach's
13.1 ppg. Elliott and sophomore name, the first that came to his
point guard Carly Ormerod fol- mind was "excitement."
low with 12.6 and 10.9 ppg.
"A lot of people don't see it,
respectively.
but he gets worked up,"
Oftnerod is currently on a Woodyard said. "Sometimes
streak of 16 made free-throws. you need it."
Senior forward/center Jennifer
Brooks says what resonates
Humphrey leads the team in with this Kentucky team isn't
rebounding with 8.9 rpg, while tone but pride. After LSU steamElliott is second with 8.6 rpg.
rolled the Wildcats 49-0 on Oct.
Today's game marks the first- 14, the coach had a heart-toever meeting between Kentucky heart with his players that apparand Southern University (Baton ently got through. They won
Rouge, La.). The Wildcats are 3- four straight before losing nar0 against members of Southem's rowly at Tennessee in the season
Southwestern
Athletic finale.
Conference. UK has faced
"I was very disturbed and
Alabama State, Arkansas-Pine upset after that game," Brooks
Bluff and Mississippi Valley said of the LSU loss, "I went in
State in its three previous games. on Sunday. basically got up in
Southern is 0-7 on the season, front of the team and told them
having dropped a 61-46 decision we were soft. We weren't tough
in its first home game of the year enough, not physical enough."
against South Alabama on Dec.
Brooks knows the bowl chal9. Junior center Frederika Lewis lenge won't be easy. Clemson
leads the team in scoring, aver- has a more dominant running
aging 11.3 ppg with a team-high back than any Southeastern
11 blocks on the year. Junior for- Conference foe other than perward Krystal Huggins is the haps Arkansas, he says, and a
squad's leading rebounder with defense among the nation's best.
5.5 rpg.
But, win or lose. Brooks is

Pool A
Boone Co 70. West Caner 52
Fairview 58, Green Co 40
Pool B
Raceland 68, Model 42
Russell 68, Warren East 58
Whitaker Ministerial
Spencer Co 96. Owsiey Co 89
Wotle Co 95, Riverside Christian 46
GIRLS BASKETBALL
Ludlow 33. Scott 28 Bath County
Tournament
Morgan Co 58, Lewis Co 51
South Wham Tournament
7th MOOD
Lou Southern 48, Lou Seneca 33
5th Place
Lou Waggoner 49. Lou Pteasure Ridge
Park 34
aid Place
East JOSSEUT1410 61. North °Wham 54
Ctiamplonehip
South °Wham 43. Lou Male 30
Grant County Tournament
Round 1
Dayton 55, Beechwood 23
Wiliernstown 53, Campbellsville 46
Malt County invtiational
Adair Co 47, Bowling Green 30
Boyle Co 82, Bockhorn 47
FlIth Third Bank Classic
Round I
Apollo 59, Elizabethtown 50
Bellevue 45 Lincoln Co 40
Clay Co 36, Lou Fairclate 33
Harpeth 64, Highlands 53
Lea. Chnsean 57. Graves Co 40
70,
Pulaski
Clay
Henry
Lea.
Southwestern 34
Lou. Butler 51. Wayne Co 48
Christian
Academy
64.
Lou.
Montgomery Co 59
Lou DuPont Manual 58. Barren Co 40
Lou Mercy 53, George Rogers Clark 52
Lou Sacred Heart 61 Pike Co Centrai
37
Mason Co 64. Muhlenberg North 53
Newport Central Catholic 43. Anderson
Co 42
Warren East 56 Lou Assumption 53
Trigg County Tournament
Semifinals
Fulton Co 57, University Heognis 54
C.oneolation Bracket
Logan Co 49 McLean Co 35
Murray 68. Trigg Co 63
Queens City Classic
Round 1
Caldwell Co 57 Butler Co 30
Lelcher County Central 63. Pulaski Co
49
Somerset 59 Burgin 29
Bono Holiday Classic
Tournament A
Round 1
Deming 58 Berea 38
Jackson Co 57. West Jessamine 39
Lea Paul Dunbar 64. Allen Co Scottsville 39
Sheldon Clark 63. Cord's 29
White County TN 43, Hopkins Co
Central 39
Beres Holiday Classic
Tournament B
Round
Calloway Co 54. Mercer Co 46
Christian Co 73, Casey Co 53
St Henry 45, Lea Bryan Station 32
Boone County Classic
Round 1
Boone Co 44, Holmes 34
Notre Dame 60. Simon Kenton 27
Rockcastle Co 56. Lou Presentation
53
Shelby Co 67. Hart Co 60
Washington County Holiday Classic
Round 1
Bardstown 50. Build! East 46
Grayson Co 75, Webster Co 26
Marion Co 56. Danville 42
Washington Co 49, Lea Tates Creek 41
Johnson Central Country Music
Classic
Round 1
Belfry 62. Johnson Central 57
Fleming Co 66, Bell Co 61
Russell 94. Magoffin Co 82
Russellville 52. Gruncty. VA 40
Louisville Does Holiday Tournament
Doi/kiss Co 47, Ashland Blazer 33
Elliott Co 53, Lou Ky Country Day 32
John Hardin 87. Lou Valley 27
Scott County Classic
Lawrence Co 62. Dixie Heights 47
Lou Holy Cross 47, Lovett. GA 30
Shively Sports Invitational
Central Hardin 85, Lou Eastern 40
Smith County, Tenn 53, St Mary 36
North Stalin Tournament
Lou Jeffersontown 45, Oldham Co 44

NI Bowl
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talking about postseason football at Kentucky. His players are
getting a few extra weeks of
practice. Would-be recruits get
to watch the team play on
national television.
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TV, radio
TOOAY
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
7pm
ESPN — Las Veoris Bowl BYLI as
Oregon
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
3:30 p.m.
ESPN2 — Tulsa vs Oklahoma at
Oklahoma City
6 p.m.
ESPN2 — Pittsburgh vs Oklahoma
St .
at Oklahoma City
8 p.m.
ESPN2 — Gonzage vs Duke, at New
York
NBA BASKETBALL
7.11 p.m.
TNT — Detroit at Cleveland
910 p.m.
TNT — Washington at Sacramento
NFL FOOTBALL
p.m.
NFL — Minnesota at Green Bay
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WKMS Presents Music From the Front
Porch, Live and In Concert Jan. 20
The listener supported public radio service of Murray
State University, WKMS-FM.
presents the 2007 Music From
the Front Porch Concert, Saturday. Jan. 20. The concert
offers live bluegrass music in
an intimate acoustical setting
This concert is also being produced as a one-hour feature
program for KET. Murray
State's Broadcast Media Services Department is responsible for the video production.
Seating begins at 6 p.m.
and music begins at 7 p.m. at
Robert E. Johnson Theatre, near
the corner of 15th & Olise
Streets on the campus of Murray State University. This year's
event features the bluegrass
rhythms of Kentucky favontcs
Bawn in the Mash and The
McKendrees.
Bawn in the Mash is an
acoustic string band that hails
from our own western Kentucky region. Formed in 2004,
The Mash consists of Josh

10

Pnoto provided
Pictured standing from lett are Hannah Cochran, Alexis Lowdermilk. Addey Gntto, Claire
Pitman, Brooke Salley, Chelsea Campbell and Claire Bamett. Pictured seated from left are
Courtney Billington, Alexandra Horrobin, Cathenne Crass and LaShae Brown. The MHS
Dance Team (MHS Golden Girls) is coached by Kara Bym Dowdy and Jennifer Jones.
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MHS Dance Team finishes fourth
in UDA hip hop competition
Special to the Ledger
claimed first and Farragaut
GATLINBURG, Tenn. — (Tenn., national 2005 top ten
The Murray High Dance Team recipient) captured second
recently claimed fourth place place. Wayne Co, Tenn.,(third),
overall in the Varsity Hip Hop Wilson Central, Tenn., (fifth).
division in in the UDA Smoky Tullahoma. Tenn., (sixth),
Mountain Classic Competition Ooltewah. Tenn.. (seventh),
in Gatlinburg, Tenn. The MHS Dade Co.. Tenn., (eighth). and
Golden Girls competed against Berea Community, Ky.,(ninth).
nine other team in that partic- were the other winning recipular division, the largest cate- ients dunng the weekend tourgory in dance. Warren Coun- nament.
ty Central (Ky.. and a 2005
Jennifer Jones, MHS co-head
national top ten recipient), dance coach, said the girls have

put in many hours of practice.
"Their hard work is paying
off.' she said. 'They are a
truly gifted and dedicated group
of young ladies.'
Kara Byrn Dowdy. MHS cohead dance coach, said now it
is time to prepare for the
AmeriDance Internationals in
March. 'If you have not seen
the girls perform this year, you
should come watch them,' she
said. They are amazing."

Murray Art Guild activities announced
— Beginning Oil Painting - Monday thru
Thursday. Jan. 29 - Feb. I. from 6 to 9 p.m.
Local artist Mary Fuhrmann will focus on
the basic materials and techniques of oil
painting. A great opportunity for beginners
or a good refresher for others.
Participation is limited. Call 270-7534059 or e-mail murrayartguild@murray-ky.net
for registration and more information.
— Basic Jewelry Techniques - Saturday.
Feb. 10 and Saturday Feb. 17, 10 a.m. noon. Instructor Beverly Kietzke will introduce participants to the basics of making
wire jewelry with beads using special tools
to create their own wearable art.

Participation limited. Call 270-753-4059
or e-mail murrayartguild@ murray-ky.net for
registration and more information.
Both workshops will be held at the guild's
new location at 500 N. 4th St.. Murray.
Space is limited and pre-registration is required.
Also, check out www.murrayartguild.org and
stop by to browse the new gift gallery.
Regular hours of operation are 10 a.m. 3 p.m., Tuesday, Wednesday & Friday and
including Saturday. Dec. 23. afterwhich. the
guild will be closed for the holidays and
reopening for an exciting new season on Jan.
16.

Coffey on violin and mandolin.
Nathan Lynn on guitar and
bass, Tommy (Riven() on mandolin, and harmonica. Ales
Faught on banjo. and Eddie Cot.
fey on bass and resophonis
guitar.
The McKendrees are a western Kentucky bluegrass tastily band based in Marshall County. The group includes Jason
McKendrre on hamo. Jessalyn
McKendree on socials and fiddle, Justin McKendrec on vocals
and mandolin. Ricky McKendree on guitar. and Ron Barnett on bass.
Front Porch hosts John
McMillen and Mark Wekh are
emcees for the concert.
They alternate producing.
Music From the Front Porch,
Saturdays at 1() a.m. on WKMS
The show has entertained listeners throughout the Four
Rivers region tor nearly 30
years with a mix of folk, blue
grass. acoustic and wester
swing

Also that esenirig beginning
at 6 p.m. the station hosts a
silent auction teaturing items
ranging from hand-designed
jewelry to lawn mower engines
donated tr. area businesses
ll proceeds trurn the am
lion benefit WKMS
Tickets are $10 at the door
only Seating is limited and by
general adrrussion
You can learn more about
MUNI. From the Front Porch,
and see the entire WKMS
schedule at www wkms org
WKMS is Murray State 1, ni
versify 's listener supported public radio service and NPR affiliate at 91.3 FM The station
also lain on 921 FM. Paducah. 99.5 FA( Pans, Tennessee,
and 101 5 FM. Madison.ilk.
and online at wkinsorg. where
the station offers extensise web
resources regarding its program
ming and more
For further information ,.all
S00-599-4737.

KET's WinterPledge 2006 raised more
than $468,000 to post record amount
Special to the Ledger
WinterPledge 2006. KET's
on-air membership drive held
Nov. 25-26 and Dec. 2-7, far
exceeded its goal this year with
more than $468,000 in pledges
— the highest WinterPledge
total to date. A record number
of Kentuckians pledged their
financial support of KET programs and services, and more
than 51 percent of this year's
WinterPledge donors are new
members of KET.
Three of the programs
receiving the most viewer
response during this drive were
-Celtic Woman"; "AmencartSoundtrack 'Doo Wop's Best
on PBS"; and "A Kentucky
Life Special, Dr. Clark's Kentucky Treasures."
"We extend a heartfelt thank
you to KET's 29,000-mem-

her family." said Michele Ripley. president of the Commonwealth Fund for NET -Their
suppon, together with that of
our phone volunteers, sponsors
and in-kind donors, is a direct
retlecuon of the values they find
on NET quality programs that
inform and inspire and are safe
for the whole family."
The pnvate funds raised dur-

AintcrPle4r ads ance the
mission and sers ices of KEY
They enable NET to continue
delivering programs for and
about Kentucky as well as
national PBS favorites
More information about NET
programming and education
sers ices, as well as how to
support NET, can be found at
www ket.org

HOME MORTGAGE
CAPITAL CORPORATION

Have you had an increase in payment?
Are you currently on an adjustable rate mortage?
See what refinancing with one ofour lowfixed
rates can dofor you.
reStriCtiMIS MAN app4
Now Sereins Tennessee
Ida Patrick • Ocharah Maryland • Reek; Hobby • Richard Rera

408 S. eath St.• Murray, KY 420-'1 • 170--53--.665
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Promotional clips from 'The
Nativity Story' air at holiday bazaar
CHICAGO (AP) — A trailer for a movie depicting the
birth of Jesus played at a holiday bazaar Wednesday afternoon but went largely unnoticed by the lunch-going crowd.
despite early city concerns' that
it represented paid advertising
that could offend non-Christians.
A religious group showed
the clips from "The Nativity
Story" at the traditional German Christkindlmarket after the
city dropped an objection to
the display.
The trailer wasn't displayed
on anything fancy; the TV
looked like one a teacher might
turn on for a class of thirdgraders. The television had no
sound, so viewers could only
watch images flash across the
screen.
The few passersby who did
pause to watch dismissed the
trailer as advertising and moved
on.
Joe Kessler called the display "a marketing ploy."
"They're doing it to try to

get people to buy tickets," decision.
Kessler, 25, said. "As you could
New Line Cinema, a unit
say, that's the American way of Time Warner Inc.. has pro— making money."
vided no money to the church
New Line Cinema had agreed group or the bazaar, said Christito pay $12,000 to Christkindl- na Kounelias, executive vice
market organizers to continu- president of the film compaously play the movie trailer at ny.
the bazaar.
She said the original deciResponding to the city's con- sion to cancel the trailer was
cerns. the organizers and movie "probably well-intentioned."
studio canceled their deal.
"In an effort to be politiBut an organization called cally correct they behaved
Civil Liberties for Urban incorrectly," she said Tuesday.
Believers, representing a group
Around the country. Christof Chicago churches, obtained mas displays on public propa city permit Tuesday to show. erty have become an annual
the movie trailer at its own source of contention, forcing
display at the bazaar, said the elected officials to approach
group's spokesman, Thomas them cautiously.
Ciesielka.
Last week. 14 plastic ChristCiesielka said his group was mas trees were restored at Seatable to secure a permit because tle-Tacoma International Airport
its display isn't commercial. The after officials received assurcity risked violating religious ances they wouldn't be brought
speech statutes if they denied in to court. The trees had been
the request, he said.
removed because a Jewish rabbi
Cindy Gatziolis, a spokes- threatened to sue over the lack
woman for the city's office of of a menorah in the airport's
special events, said she could holiday display.
provide no information on the

'Potter' author dreams she's boy wizard
LONDON (AP) - Harry Web site this week that she
Potter author J.K. Rowling says has been hard at work wnting
she has dreamed that she was scenes, some of which she
the boy wizard as she writes planned more than 12 years
the seven-book series final ago.
"I am alternately elated and
installment — work she says
has left her feeling both "eat- overwrought. I both want and
don't want to finish this book
ed and overwrought "
Rowling said in a message (don't worry. I will)." she wrote
She gave no new clues about
posted Tuesday on her official

what will happen in the book.
which is expected to be published next year. Previously she
said two characters will die,
and hinted Harry might not
survive
Rowling said she has been
asked for years if the ever
dreams she is in the boy wizard's world

9Slassinfs/

tA,

cekr,:stena,s/ Seasziep
With joy in our hearts, we wish all our
customers,friends andfamilies a truly
joyous Christmas season.

asio Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury
701 Oohs Street •Ilbervwy, KY • 753-5273 • www.periterferd.eime
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Actress who played Zuzu still
thinks 'It's a Wonderful Life'

TV Listings Friday, December 22, 2006
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doodle of a bell. She usually
adds a message like,"Enjoy life,
it's wonderful."
Grimes lives near Seattle, but
retains a Midwestern cheeriness.
She holds her smile for hours
and laughs as she pops up for
snapshots. She has a gold -Z"
pinned to her blue velveteen
jacket.
She lost her nest egg in the
2001 economic downturn and
relies on these appearances. As
she signs, her husband sits
beside her and asks. -Cash or
credit card?" It's a job, but
she clearly loves being Zuzu.
After signing autographs all
afternoon, she bumps into a
fan at a diner who talks on
her cell phone to her father.
Grimes happily accepts the
phone.
"Do you know who you're
talking tor she says to woman's
father. "You're talking to Zuzu!"
Grimes had already worked
with Bing Crosby and Fred
MacMurray when she appeared
in "It's a Wonderful Life." She
grew up in Hollywood and was
nudged into the business by
her mother. Capra picked her
to play Zuzu.
Grimes retains kid-centric
memories of the movie: Capra
kindly squatted to give her
directions. "Mr. Stewart" held
her in his arms, take after take,
for the end scene and always
put her down gently. She loved
the Baileys' big Christmas tree.
At the time though, even
to a 5-year-old, "it was just
another job."
Grimes' movie career waned
as her mother became ill. She
lost her at age 14. Her father
died in a car accident a year
later. A court shipped the
teenage orphan to Osceola. Mo.,
to live in a "bad home" with
an aunt and uncle.
Still, she liked meeting people outside hyper-competitive
Hollywood. She went to college, married, raised kids,
became a medical technologist.
Zuzu was the past. Her box
of clips and pics stayed in the
basement until 1980, when a
reporter came to her. itii6r in
Stilwell, Kan., and asked her
a question:
"Did you play that little girl
in the movie, 'It's a Wonderful Life?"
Now Grimes stands watching herself on a big-screen TV
as a curly-haired pixie from
60 years ago. The little girl
asks her dad to fix her flower,

Do you need help with your

Char- Dukes of Had
(1100)Top 20 Countdown(In Stereo) CUT Power Picks CRT Giants: Reba In Stew)
Um*Aione2Loss r New York-PG' Laid the NFL X

CMTV

111102

SENE.CA FALLS, N.Y.(AP)
— Zuzu has fa-cold again. She
sniffles and sucks on a cold
pill as she signs autographs
for fans lined up to the door
in a coffee shop.
Karolyn Grimes jokes that
she left her coat open, like
her. character Zuzu Bailey in
"It's a Wonderful Life." But a
more likely culprit is the holiday crunch of appearances by
the former child actress —
from a Victorian festival in
Puyallup, Wash., to the Colorado Country Christmas Show
and now to Seneca Falls, which
claims to be the inspiration for
director Frank Capra's mythical Bedford Falls.
Around Christmas, this Finger Lakes village is gussied
up like the snowy movie town
with white lights and wreaths
strung across the main street.
And the 66-year-old Grimes
has come for a weekend celebration.
Everyone who saw the movie
remembers Zuzu. She gets to
say, "Every time a bell rings
an angel gets his wings." And
the petals from Zuzu's rose —
stuffed into a pants pocket by
Jimmy Stewart's George Bailey as he comforts his sickly
daughter — become a symbol
of life.
Grimes laughs about the
petals getting more screentime
than she did. But she has parlayed her six minutes in the
beloved 1946 film into a latelife career. After enduring
heartaches that make George
Bailey's troubles look small, she
has become a feel-good ambassador for the film and one of
its last living links.
"I'm that little girl and I stand
for something those people
love," she says. "... For some
reason or other, that little girl
embodies the image, or maybe
the power to make them happy."
People tell her as much all
afternoon at the Zuzu Cafe,
where she sits with a Sharpie
at a table laid out with "It's
a Wonderful Life" stuff: DVDs,
ceramic ornaments, memory .
books, her own "Zuzu Bailey's
It's a Wonderful Life Cookbook" and scattered rose petals.
"Do you know what a thrill
this is? "
"This is my favorite movie!"
"Thank you for giving us
so much joy!"
For each - person, Grimes
neatly signs her name with
"Zuzu" in quotes and a little
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Commercial
Furniture Design

Larry Benton
Copier
Sales

(270)575-6903 (270)575-6904

and be sneaks the wilted petals
into his pocket.
"What do you think? Did
sec it?" she asks the audience.
Grimes is giving a crowd at
the community center a tour
of the movie with bits of trivia.
Zuzu's name was inspired
by an old brand of ginger
snaps, she says.'Me snow coating Bedford Falls was made
of soap flakes and chemicals.
that's why it looks sudsy sometimes. Reviewing the flower
scene, she suggests Zuzu saw
through her father's heartfelt
ruse and loves him all the
more for it.
. "I think what Frank Capra
is trying to say is she knows
her father isn't perfect," she
said.
The film about a suicidal,
small-town money lender was
a bit of a dud after its December 1946 release. "Wonderful
Life" got a second life in the
mid-'70s when a lapsed copyright allowed television stations to show the movie for
free. The movie gathered iconic status through constant showings.
After the reporter's slot-s.
Grimes did local Zuzu event,
in the '80s and branched out
by the '90s.
This was a difficult stretch
personally; she knows angels
don't always save people. Her
18-year-old son killed himself
in 1989 and her second husband died of cancer in 1994
(her first husband was killed
in a hunting accident). She
kept on.
"You have a choice," she
says. "You can drown in your
sorrows, be the grumpy old
Mr. Potter and be hurt and be
in pain ... but I think you need
to put that behind you because,
my gosh, life is a wonderful
gift"
Grimes, one of about seven
surviving actors from the movie,
says she's had troubled souls
approach her sobbing at her
appearances. She inspires smiles
when she passes out a rose petal.
really feel like Zuzu is
kind of a mission maybe, I
don't know," Grimes says. -I
think that there is a higher
power at work and that I had
to go through a lot of adverse
situations in my life to understand other people's pain."
If it sounds like a corny
sentiment out of a Capra movie,
consider that after a day of
"It's a Wonderful Life" autographs and interviews she
becomes excited — really excited — by a small cutout of a .
bell stuck to a linoleum floor '
by her chair.
It has meaning, she explains
as she walks out to the snowy
sidewalks of Seneca Falls, past
the decorated windows, the oldfashioned street lights and the
wreaths hanging overhead.
"I really feel at home here."
she says.
People here argue about the
Falls connection.
Bedford
though it's a circumstantial case.
Both places have a "Falls" suffix, and characters in the film
mention nearby cities like
Rochester and Elmira. Both
places have classic American
main streets, and the bridge
here resembles the one where
George Bailey pondered his
mortality.
Capra, whose movie village
was a set built near Los Angeles, left no evidence to rule
out other candidates, like Bedford, N.Y.
And yet the director could
have passed through Seneca
Falls while visiting an aunt in
nearby Auburn. Retired local
barber Tommy Bellissima even
claims he cut Capra's hair
before the movie came out
Bellissima recalls a friendly
guy whose name stuck in his
head: capra means goat in Italian.
"Sometimes Christmas IS
what you believe," says county tourism director Maureen
Koch at the Zuzu Cafe, "and
don't make me prove it."
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II years ago
Fire destroyed the home of

George Cadett on North Fourth
Street on Dec. 19. This fire was
..ontained after four hours by the
Murray Fire Department with the
assistance of Calloway County
Fire-Rescue and off duty MFD firemen
Bulbs reported include a boy
to Greg and Keislui McKendree,
lks: 10. a boy to Amy and Scott
s‘ebakken. Dec. 14.
Mr and Mrs. Harry (Genet
Ilink are today observing their
50th wedding anniversary.
Murray State University Racers lost 61-54 to St Louis in a
basketball game at St. Lows, Mo.
High scorer for Munray was Vincent Ramey.

20 years ago
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The Murray City Council
Approved the purchase of about
nine acres of land on the north
and northeast side of the Murray
City Cemetery from Howard and
G.T. Brandon for $30.000 and from
Bob Melugin for $40,000.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Terry Pickens,
Nov. 24. a girl to Theresa and
Billy Harris, Dec. 18.
In high school basketball
games, Calloway Lakers won 5957 over Murray Tigers and Calloway Lady Lakers won 65-26 over
Murray Lady Tigers. High team
COret'S were Corey Wells and Joanna Gibbs for the Lakers and Mark
West and Amy Long for the
Tigers.

30 years ago
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Fire leveled a warehouse-apartment building at 312 North Fourth
St.. last night with damages estimating at well over $120,000
MC building, owned b.), Hafford
James. provided 10 apartments on
the top floor for students and
storage space for inventory and

other items connected with T V.
Service Center in the Central Center, also owned by James.
Mr and Mrs Joe Rayburn
will be married 50 years Dec.
25
In the Calloway County High
School Invitational Basketball
Tournament. Calloway Lakers won
59-46 and Calloway Lady Laken won 54-29 over the Hickman
County Falcons teams. High scorers for the Lakers were Jimmy
Lamb and Mina Todd and for the
Falcons were Dixon and Bens.

40 years ago
Gsn al Carbon and Graphite,
Inc. will locate in Murray, according to a telephone message to
The Ledger & Times from Joe
A. Wallace, Lowsvilk, president
of the company. William Harvey
and Richard Margeson will be
the managers for the firm in Murray.
The patients at West View Nursing Home have been working
since October making Christmas
gifts for 53 boys and girls at the
Paradise Fnendls Home near TnCity.

50 years ago
U. Robert Francis (Bob) Shaffer of L'umberland. Md., made a
forced landing at 8 p.m. on Dec.
21 in his TV-2 jet trainer on the
farm of Paul Blalock about three
miles north of Hazel. He was not
injured and the plane suffered little visible damage. He was returning to his base at Jacksonviille.
Fla.. when the incident occurred.
Mrs. Bill Edwards, Mrs. Vernon
Roberts, Mrs. Brooks
Lawrence and Mrs. Clifton Harrell presented a special program
at a meeting of the Women's
Society of Chnsuan Service of
Martin's Chapel United Methodist
Church.

COMICS/ FEATURES
Parents who try to be friends
with kids often lose control
DEAR ABBY: Here I go,
sounding like an old fogy, but
•Feeling Lost and Guilty"
(I I/.5), who said she and her
loudmouthed, snotty son are
•best mends.' has brought her
problem on herself. The No.
I problem of parents today is
that they try
to be friends
with
their
children
rather than
parents.
Back when I
was his age,
parents were
parents to
Dear Abby their children -- not
friends.
By Abigail
There is a
Van Buren
difference!
She asked how to undo
what she has done. She now
knows there is a difference
between being a parent and
being a friend, something she
should have realized 14 years
ago.
I see that all too often in
parents today, including my
own daughter, whose teenage
daughters walk all over her
because 'it's easier and less
stressful" to allow it than provide guidance. In cases like this,
the cart is down the path and
the horse is still in the barn.
-- DISAPPOINTED GRANDFATHER, EASTON, PA.
DEAR DISAPPOINTED:
You are correct in saying that
some parents shirk their responsibility by refusing to be firm
with their children as well as

Todsvhdllstory
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday. Dec 21.
the 355th day of 2006. There are
10 days left in the year. Winter
arrives at 7:22 p.m. EST.
Today's Highhght in History;
On Dec. 21, 1620. Pilgrims
aboard the Mayflower went ashore
for the first time at present-day
Plymouth, Mass
On this date:
In 1804. British statesman Benjamin Disraeli was born in London.
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In 1913, the first crossword
puzzle was published, in the New
York World
In 1942. the Supreme Court
ruled all states had to recognize
divorces granted in Nevada
In 1948. the state of Eire, or
Ireland (formerly the Insh Free
State), declared its independence
In 1971. the U N Security
Council chose Kurt Waldheim to
succeed U Thant as Secretary General
In 1976. the Libenan-registered
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tanker Argo Merchant broke apart
near Nantucket Island almost a
week after running aground,
spilling 7 5 million gallons of oil
into the North Atlantic
In 1988, 270 people were killed
when a terrorist bomb exploded
aboard a Pan Am Boeing 747
over Lockerbie. Scotland. sending
wreckage crashing to the ground.
In 1995, the city of Bethlehem passed from Israeli to Palestinian control
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Did Mexican treatments
cure woman's cancer?

responsible role models However, before painting all parems of children with social
probkrts with the same broad

DEAR DR. GOTT: Several weeks ago. you pruited a letthe from a pudemam whose wife
bed atuseind caeca and he was
wesiries what to do You mantinned (in a very uafavorabie
maws( the possibility of seek-

brush, please read on.
DEAR ABBY: 'Thank you

for advising the mother of
'Todd,' the teen who doesn't
know how to keep his mouth
shut, to seek an evaluation. If
the boy has a problem with
empathy. it could be that be
has Asperger's syndrome, an
increasingly more common
form of mild autism. This is
a social disability, often more
noticeable in the teenage years,
when social expectations are
more sophisticated. I should
know -- I am a school psychologist and also the mother
of a I3-year-old with Asperger's. -- MOM IN BERKELEY.
CALIF.
DEAR ABBY: It's time that
mother, whose son hasn't
learned that 'discretion is the
better part of valor." teach her
son 'active listening skills.
These include reading body language and nonverbal cues,
withholding opinions until all
facts are in, and learning to
discern when someone actually wants to hear our opinion
vs. just wanting to vent.
have had some really bad
employers who could have benefited from that last one.)
I learned active listening
skills more than 30 years ago
as a peer counselor in junior
high school, and while I was
able to adapt some of the
skills immediately, others have
taken literally decades to sink
in. However, this is why we
plant seeds. Some bloom nght
away, while others take time
to germinate. -- HAPPY
ACTIVE LISTENER
DEAR ABBY: My son has
Asperger's, and one of the
traits of this condition is the
person is very, literal in his
or her speech and usually says
whatever comes to mind. These
young people do not understand the social taboo of being
brutally honest. II am not saying that her child has Asperger's syndrome.) We have to
try to teach our kids to not
say everything that comes to
mind in public as well.
One method that I have
found helpful is social role
playing. That mother can make
up situations and role-play how
her son might respond so that
the other person's feelings are
not hurt. We have to practice
with our kids. This is not a
'common sense' that is learned
Just by mimicking what others do.
These children often do not
understand the little white lies'
that we tell in polite society.
On the other hand, if you want
an honest answer as to whether
you look fat. just ask an Aspic!
-- PROUD MOTHER OF AN
ASPIE IN MONTANA
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ico. I would
like
to
respond to
some of your
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Dr. Gott
By

all. you mottos that the
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I have reeves felt

bed is any way from my wealswift there Before I started
Wee. I was laid by my doctor
here that I would feel fairly
wall fat su assane inuaths, red
thee A wield be Juanita! In
July it was seven years, an I
feel that w a pretty good response.
and I am very thankful for it
Unfortunately. I think there
as another reams his is net
pursued. and this one causes as
great gnet. Why veseid ow emceeogres.
anew
surgeoet.
apedelly the pierwiscestecal compsuies he imareased in safe. easy. chimp treatments that treald threw. theer
incomes" This does not cast
apply to cancer. I have sees
fantastic results in cardiovascular disease. Partircia's disease.
lupus and chabases.
Fm sure by now you think
I am a fruitcake. but I ant a
registered nurse. and I feel I
can judge quite fairly what

e

unproven I
Dr. Peter Gott personally
have seen many. many successful treatments. You certainly have
to admit that not all treatments
here in the United States are
successful, either I do understand
that they have not met our standards as far as testing is concerned
You also mention they are
expensive. Let me tell you my
experience My first nine vestments (spread over a pentid of
three years) cost approximately
the same as my last chemo treatment (of which there were a
total of six) Now which seems
expensive to you' Unfortunately. because these treatments are
not allowed here, there are always
travel, lodging and food expenses to add, which is what makes
it expensive'
As far as being uncomfortable — this is the area where
you are completely off base. I
was diagnosed with ovarian cancer in 1996 and did the regular chemo routine It made me
so ill I nearly died and said I
would nes er do that again When
it reoccurred in 1998. I dead-

see I truly feel God led me to
go down there, because. until 1
dad. I felt anyooe also es ea
considered it had lost their mind
DEAR READER: It's diffi-

cult tor me to make a judgment in your case because you
had some standard chemotherapy in the United States This
might base been curative. Or
you may simply be one of the
lucky patients whose cancer weal
into spontaneous remission
Without knowing the drugs you
were given in Merrier). I cannot

comment on their effectiseness
It is my understanding Ow
patients who rely on unprosed
"cures" tend to die somewhat
earlier than do patients who
receive standard therapy Therefore, in many respects you were
fortunate. and I am glad that
your outcome was FOOSItne
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Opening lead
king of spades
Declarer O not expected to May
every hand as though all 52 earth air
exposed, but, despite this, he should
only rarely fail to get the most out of
a hand.
The mature of the game is such
that sound reasoning is usually wellrewarded II declarer realires idler a
hand is over that he went down in a
contract he could have made, he
should review his plays objectively
to sec whether he could reasonably
have found the winning line 01 play.

Take this ease *here south railed
in a slam after winning the spade
lead with the ace, drawing trumps
and finessing the jack of clubs Fan
took the king aid rimmed a sçiste so
put a quick end to theocershnga
It might seem ash& so condemn
declarer for has-mg Ina a trick Sc'
East's singleton king. but. Nast the
same. South should has.: made all
the tricks'
As soon as dummy comes demo,
declarer can see that a successful
finesse in either diamonds or clubn
would permit him to discard his
spade loser and make the slam
Choosing me Weser over the
other is not lust a matter of hick, even
though theoretically West has a so
50 chance of has trig either king
The bedding factor is that opting
for the diamond finesse isbetter
because it can he preceded by the
play of the ace of clubs, which has a
chime of catching the singleton king
in either opponent's hand
TIN possibility should not be
ignored because, mathematically,
when four to the king of a suit an
missing, the king will he singleton
one time out of eight
Of coarse, if the king does not fall
on the ac-c, declarer has the diamond
finesse in reserse, and in that way he
gets two chances to make the slam
instead of just one

Tomorrow: Test your piss
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1 Beaver protect
4 Vie try harder
tolk
8 Rollover subt
it Ma Falco
13 Payment option
14 Make an offer
15 Fortune
17 inexpensive
wheels
19 More feasible
21 Thole filler
22 Woman's shoe
24 'Aye. aye'
follower
26 Sizzle
29 Cheapen
31 Rev the engine
33 'I knew it"
34 Consequently
35 Many millennia
37 Scare word
39 Midwestern at
40 - Paulo
42 Distress signal
44 Theater cheer
46 Wrote on glass

48 - tar cocktaii
50 Paton or
Greenspan
51 Sushi morsel
53 Main idea
55 Tusked animal
58 Carnivores
61 Freud tope
62 Ms McEntire
64 Was. to Ovid
65 Perched
66 Ballard and
Moss
67 007
DOWN
Lawn rover'
2 Citrus drink
3 Swamp gases
4 Needs an
aspirin
5 Roanoke loc
6 Dogma
7 Drive away
8 Spain and
Portugal
9 Get - or that
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$8.25 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Diacount 3rd Run.
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$8.25 First Day. 20 words or less
Over 29 weeds $.310 each
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$335 extra for
box ads
00 extra for

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927

•***

*
*
holiday
Christmas
Due to the
some of our classified
deadlines have changed:
Friday December 22nd is Thursday
December 21st at 10:00AM
Saturday December 23rd is Thursday
December 21st at 11:00AM
Tuesday December 26th is Friday
December 22nd at 11:00AM
Wednesday December 27th is Friday
December 22nd at 5:00PM
Smart Saver for December 27th
is Thursday December 21st at 12:00
A paper will NOT be printed on
Monday December 25th.
If you have any questions,
please call Jill or Julie at 753-1916
Murray Ledger & Times
•
.:*
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010

Legal
Notice

Legal
Notice

Sealed bid offer The Calloway County Jail
offers a 1992 Ford 15-pamenger van for sale
Sealed bids must be received at the Calloway
County Jail before 3:00 p.m. on 1222/06. Bids
will be opened at 3:15 p.m. on 12/22/06 at the
Jail. Minimum bid of $1500. Van can be seen at
the Jail.
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Help Winted

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

o
Place
ARBOR
Clinton is seeking an
LPN for our Monday.
Friday 3-11 and 11-7
shifts. The 2 available
positions offer competitive wages, health
insurance, 401k, Mac,
and sign-on bonus.
Interested
persons
may apply in person at
Arbor Place of Clinton,
Dr.,
Padgett
106
Clinton, KY 42031 or
contact Cheryl Gilbert,
Director of Nursing, for
details. 270-653-5558
EOE

PHOTOSHOP lessons.
270-345-3103
supervisionstudios.co

JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help.
Your loved one we'll
try to find.
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times.

FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Hotel. Apply in
person after 6:00PM.

CHILD care center is
now accepting applications for child care
providers to guide children birth through 12
years. Apply at 109
South 15th Street.
Murray.
CAREER
OPPORTUNITY
Local insurance office
has an opening for an
entry-level staff position. If you are pleasant and personable,
career-minded, ambitious, a self-starter
with good work habits,
please send resume to
P.O. Box 1040-A
Murray, KY
Wages and benefits
negotiable.
CONSTRUCTION
project manager/estimator for established
general contractor,
Construction exp.
required. Please submit resume to:
McKinney Construction
Company, 317 East
State Line Rd, South
Fulton, TN 38257

Call 753;1916

Foster Parents
Needed. $35/day to
help a child in need
with excellent foster
parent support, 24
hour crisis intervention,
and weekly in home
support. Call NECCO
at 866-306-3226 or
270-898-1293.

Check us
out on
the Web,

Now hiring Cooks
& Dishwashers.
Apply in person
Mon-Fri
616 N. 12th Street.
Murray
No phone calls.
please.

NOTICE

060
Haig Ilisslad

ACCOUNTANT

Overview of Duties

Prepare monthly journal entries and financial
statements. Reconcile bank statements and
balance sheet accounts. Prepare sales and utility
tax returns. Oven** payroll operations and
prepare tax returns.

Educational
Requirement:

Department:

Must have obtained Bachelors Degree in
Accounting
Finance

POSMON ADVERTISED IS FOR FULL TIME EMPLOYMENT.
City of Murray benefit package includes health insurance, life insurance, state retirement plan, wellness plan, lick vaeatum arid personal
days.
Job applications and full job descriptions for the above listed position
are available at the City Clerk's office located in City Hall at 104 N 5th
Street. Murray. Kentucky 42071 If you have questions concerning this
position, please contact the Personnel Office at 270-762-0330 ert 103
Applications ran he obtained on-line at www.murrayky.goy and then
mailed tn 104 N 5th Street, Murray, KY 42071
Deadline for accepting applications' 5.00 p.m. Friday. January 5, 2007
Drug screening will be required of auccieseful applicant.
The City of Murray is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

Share your precious new arrival
by submitting a photo ofyour
baby born in 2006.

Preferred Skills:
• Bachelor's degree or 2-4 years
product sales/marketing
• Advanced computer skills,
e-conunerce
• General office duties
•Customer service/order entry

F7 BOY

ame.

RELIEF Cook, work as
needed, good job for a
person who would like
to work a few days a
month for extra
income Good working
conditions, pleasant
atmosphere Apply in
person
Fern Terrace Lodge
1505 Stadium View
Dnve Murray, KY
42071 EOE

CUILEINIEP
MTSNIP
Opportunity to earn
$50,000+ a year
plus benefits

PURCHASE
FORD
is looking for 2
success oriented
individuals. Sales
experience a bonus,
but will train. Call for
an appointment, ask
for Al or Ron

270-247-9300
SSCS Service
Solutions. Help wanted: janitorial service 5
nights per week. $8.00
per hour. Tuesday
through Saturday.
Night work. Call 1-800388-2890 Ask Diane

SEEKING full or part
time sob, odd jobs, light
lifting. 762-0029
WILL manage rental
property Have maintenance service. 7 years
experience,
270-227-0375
Chlideire
CLEANING houses is
Cal
my business
Linda H. 759-9553.
D's cleaning services
753-3002
TO sit with elderly
270-527-1469
WILL assist with elderly
in home or facility.
Companionship, light
housecleaning, cooking, errands. etc
Reliable caring, exp'd.
Call Nancy
(270)382-2424

MOM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
Service/ repairs
759.3556

ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-36:13

JUNK cars & trucks
Call Larry 753-'Ll3.

Articles
For Sale
92 Cougar, V-8, tach,
sun-roof, new transmission, A/C, tires,
loaded $2,575 OBO
Washer 753-4109
BOWFLEX Extreme
home gym, $1,200
OBO, like new. 7538439 (731)336-2672
prom
CINDERELLA
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow. 1 size 8 blue. $150
each. 270-492-8614
DALE Earnhardt collection Phone 4892632 or 227-7136
FOR sale limited number of copies of
Calloway County
Pictorial History and
Calloway County
Family History books
Excellent Christmas
gifts. Call
759-4938 or 753-2350.
FREE
DISH Network 4-room
Satellite
system.
America's Top 60 cnanonly
for
nels
$19.99/mo Get your
of
HBO
choice
Cinemax, Starz, or
Show/time FREE for 3
months FREE DVR
HO upgrade Beasley
Antenna & Satellite
759-0901

Walatialesoffifici
14111 Nun.•• pig las*
a of"amalka Ire
lba WM*Ilms ler Ida
(*aft Sas, Nor Ude • 125
Chas $25. Cape - $25, Tatar
$35. Mirror $20, Calle Table
-4/0, End tk -110, Val
Lora $10. tale
vat Rowe $7 Drapes -120

270-442-2080

Maren Elizabeth Dunn
June 22. 2006
8 lbs • 20"
Robert & Brooke Dunn

PaMiaitiea Date: 1/17/07
Deane to sabasit photo mai
information: 1/9/07
For more isforitation, cd
Al Stephens or Jette Brown at
753-1916

Murray Ledger & Times Babies 2006
P.O. Box 1040 Murray, KY 42071
no other information will be listed.

Went to Buy

CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
GOOD used refrigerators. electric ranges,
gas heaters, air condibaseboard
tioners.
heaters. Used carpeting. 753-4109

Phone:

Send $10 payment, photo, name of
baby, date of birth, weight & length,
parents' names' and self-addressed
stamped envelope to:

060
Help Wwiled

Articles
Fallen
HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza. Murray to see
our large selection of
HD
Televisions.
Plasma, LCD, DLP, &
CRTs. Brands by:
Toshiba, Sony. LG,
Zenith, & JVC We also
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts.
Beasley TV 759-0901
LADIES 14k yellow
gold diamond nng
(cluster s design) 2
carat $1,000 Call
293-9652
MOVING Sale. China
hutch, Dell computer,
desk & office chair.
dorm refrigerator,
futon, other items.
270-293-2456
Moving Sale. House
full of furniture and
2000
appliances.
Dodge Ram 1500.
71,000 miles.
731-247-5946
Sale.
MOVING
Industrial drill press
3yrs. old, ref side-byside, parts cleaner. Zep
1/4 inch paneling. 10ft.
trailer. 328-8966.
978-1936
SERVICE pole. $250.
Truck topper. $100. Old
Yazoo mower, good
engine, $400 Riding
mower. $250 Ashley
entertainment
curio
center, $300. 978-1213
cleaners,
VACUUM
bags, belts, and hoses.
Sporting
Jerry's
Goods, Mayfield, KY.
270-247-4704
The Place to
Start .. Murray
Ledger & Times
(270)753-1916

I

Anilines,

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD FIRMS

(270) 753-1713

V

11

ate of Birth:
eight:
ength•
ame of
Parents

Numeritex Displays, Inc., America's fastest
growing LED sign display company, has immediate open:,ngs for production work. Must be detail
oriented. Soldering experience a plus. Send
resume to Production Supervisor. Numeritex
Displays. Inc., PO Box 88, Murray, KY 42071

BUYING US Silver
Coins Paying up to 10
times face value and
other US Currency.
(270)293-6999

ri GIRL

NAME OF CHILD

Send resume to:
209 Radio Rd.
Alm°, KY 42020
Email: sales@jaeeagle.com

GREEN Acres is curently hinng for the folowing
positions:
RN/LPN 10P-6A M-F
Full-time, CNA 10P-6A
lull-time. Anyone interested in becoming part
of our learn may apply
in person at Green
Acres Health Care, 402
St.,
Farthing
W.
Mayfield, KY 42066

ACTUAL SIZE
OF SPACE

BABIES OF 1006 Few

Potential application should be motivated, energetic and have good organizational skills. Start a new career today
with competitive wages and benefits.

The City of Murray has the following job opportunity:
POSITION

Meet Me Rabies
of 2006!

IMMEDIATE OPENING
in Murray for
SALESPERSON/CUSTOMER
SERVICE

1952 Ford 8N tracto
w/ rebuilt engine, 4.5
foot bush hog and box
blade. Will sell each
$2,400.
separately,
293-0903

I.(1R LOX I
Hu C. \\It
Accepting for consignrnent sale: good, clean
working rats/gym
s.
co4s3
46
.
N
egi

TANGLEWOOD
APARTMENTS
1750 Lowes Drive, Murray. KY 42071

NOW AVAILABLE:
Two Bedroom: $434
• Free Cable • Washer. Dryer, Range, Dishwasher A.
Refrigerator • All Electric •Central Heat/Air
• Carpet/Ceramic Tile • Patio/Deck
Call Joy for details... 270.762.1044
Or 270-804-0850
1TY# 800-648-6056
Some restrictions apply

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid

Drive • Murray. KY 42071

MOTORCYCLE helmets, jackets, boots &
Jerry's
saddlebags.
Goods.
Sporting
Mayfield, KY.
270-247-4704

TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283

870
REMINGTON
youth model, NIB,
w/21 laser ported barrel, 20 gauge, Remchoke 753-0033

Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m..1
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
Cl

270-753-8556
(Inc and Tao Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
At..kcpung Applications

Ella
**OWNER
Financing***
No credit check 38R
28A. Lot with barn
$4,000 down, $595
month. Marshall
County. 270-753-1011,
ask for Gail

320
Aplomb For FIN

REPOS!! Singleweie &
doublewides
Prices
slashed to move by the
end of the year Call
now,' 731-584-9109

***OWNER
FinancingNo credit check.
Mobile home and I
acre lot 388 213A, nice
$4,000
and clean
down. $595 month
94E towards lake
Calloway County.
270-753-1011. ask for
Gail

For sale or rent '96
16X80. on 6/10 acre,
$450/month
rent
Rosemary Risner
270-210-4756

Special!!!
HOLIDAY
New 3 BR, 2 BA SW
fireplace, garden tub.
payments under $350
wa.c. Call now!!!
731-584-4928

$110 per month News
homes only. 492-8488

3
seen!
MUST
Bedroom, 2 Bath doublewide with fireplace,
deluxe
appliances.
walk in closets!!! Only
$49.995111
731-584-9429
REDUCED'
rental
EXCELLENT
property or starter
home 288 with fenced
In 1/2 acre shaded lot
$10.700 753-6012

NICE 2 BR. no pets
753-9866
*kb Nano Loti Fa Beni

le

itsMsFsrllull

1 & 2 bdr apts No pets
Leave a message
270-753-1970
1 BR WC S300/mo.
Includes water, gas.
garbage & cable
753-2225
1 OR 2br opts near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo
753-4109
1BR apettneant. Small
pets allowed. 753-8221

2BR 2BA duplex on
1303
Valleywood
$550 759-9920,
293-1446
2BR apartments available Great location 1
year lease 1 month
deposit. no pets
753-2905
4BR 2BA, all appit
ances. central H/A. Ask
about move-in free
days Coleman RE
753-9898
CLOSE TO MSU! Very
includes
wn"aterawall appliances,
lovely covered picnic
area. $525/rno
762-0991 559-1164
DUPLEX Lynn Grove
on 94W Large, 288,
1.5 bath, garage, all
appliances,
C/H/A,
water, sewer, and trash
pick-up furnished 1
small
indoor
pet
allowed $675 mo.
435-4273 or 293-7404
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR $325
2138 $375
Call Today!
75341166

ItleS

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & limes
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I'rorn La Center Ifezi!,,i Take Hvry 3$68 North 7 Mills
Fonda Ad, Turn
And Proceed East 1 Mlle To
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Proceed North 1/10 IMP
Of
1
,
1
PeameNKY •16 MINNS 01110111e,KT
ZO IMes
tflasdelot De Pro.Plos
amesreash.4:
Iv, Ovt.ish.
TRACTORS Same As Nee JO S325 MV111:), Cab & 14,
'Only Five Hours'. Power Reimer, 2 Mid-2 Rear
.yerauks, Joy Sack Control, Hood Gaut 16.9-2eR1
9.5-2481 Frts, V JO 641 Self Level% Loader
-Never Used • JO BM IEVID, 2336 firs • JO 116
eFWD •JD 4440 Oiled, CIA. 5063 His•JD ON Own,
cAA,4379 Firs•JO 419Pr Shit,4263 las *JO M20 Oil
syncro, 9867 His, rilJD 148 Loads• Mons U
COMMIE - HEADSACI NMI NFIr An 1651 Sep Firs •
922 Platform •1913 Ray Corn Head • FA*TRUCKS
Kinn 2146-12-23 Plenty Akins W116
A Cemplete Une 1p&0
lumen Equipment
SUNFLOV/ER •0111• 10119110S•JIM• OUSHHOG
JO•HUTCHISON •WESTFELD
Came Pagan To Rid Mae - Mignon In Caravans!
SETTLAWIENT DAV OP SALE
0111.1111EMT WANE LETTERS A WW1

With 5.5 wee. past off
Hwy 80
Jacuzzi tub, Many
recent upgrades
Attached garage, central
.
Beautiful
sunroorn,
deck basement
Wont Iseti $199.000
See listing AWIA3005
at www.owners corn
CM for appointment •
761-HOME

FSBO
4 BR, 2.5 Bath
1553 Oxford Dr
293-4183 759-1506
*NM
UVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $290.00
2BR 1340.00
38R $425.00
$100 deposit special
tor qualified applicants.
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fn
Call today for appointment
7634221
NOW LEASING
'.2 & 3bedroorn Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDO #1-800-648-6056

l

inill
i For RIM
temes

,s

2BR 1BA with attached
garage. New kitchen.
new bath. $425 per
month. No pets 711
Payne St. 270-2933710 or 270-293-4602
2BR house, lease &
deposit required
270-753-4109
298 lake front property
with deep water dock.
$700 month 759-9046.
436-5268
2BR. 1BA. stove,
1,0519e. Hwy
280/Scaggs Rd
270-753-0259
288, stove refrigerator
dishwasher,
washer/dryer hook-up.
CA-VA. $550 month, I
year lease, 1 month
deposit. No pets.
753-2259 or 527-8174
3 BR, 2 Bath, fenced
yard in quiet neighborhood in town. Stove.
refrigerator, washer,
dryer, new paint & carDel. 5 minutes to
University, lease, references. deposit. $675
'67-0943

190
Unseen 4çpna
ANGUS/ANGUS
cross cow/calf pairs.
Cows 6-10 yr old,
calves 24 months.
$900 pair. After
6:00PM 759-9089

Al Real Estate advertised in the newspaper
S subtect to the
Federal Fair Housing
Act of 1968. as amended, which makes it illegal to advertise any
preference, limitation,
or discrimination based
on race, color, religion.
sex, or national ongin.
or an intention to make
any such preference.
limitation, or discrimination. This newspaper
will not knowingly
accept any advertising
for real estate which is
in violation of the law
Our readers are hereby
informed
that
all
dwellings advertised in
this newspaper are
available on an equal
opportunity basis.'
Haley Professional
Appraising
lor what I's worth'

(2701759-4218
81

1101 sl •

Ii l.ot'iIiuuI.

‘113 Condi1.
or knits
761.11()NIF,
141163 I

setv lot for sae 1
mile west from the
Murra Country
Club, 402.03 ft. of
road frontage.

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE

270-293-0371

Now renting
Located at 720 S 4th St.

Fer Stis

270-436-54%
270-203-6906

on
pod

vailn. 1
3nth

pIiAsk
free
RE
Wry

1,
ic

ove
BR,
all
VA,
ash
1
Pet

04

I.

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available.
753-2905 or 753-7536
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & dean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600.

OFFICE or retail space
available Pnrne location 753-2905.
293-1480
OFFICE or retail space
available 700 to 1.400
sq ft 400 N 4th St
Call Shroat Developer
52 Vila

I. .111 -0•I-1.•-••••
.1-3, tor hirstio

DOG Obedienoe
436-2858

71

33
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I/1U I RI 1111

AKC Goiden Retriever
puppies. Champion
bloodlines 436-5587

PAPILLION pup, small
female $375 00
(270)382-2831

2 story house, con
structed in 2003. 3 bed
rooms. 2.5 baths on
fenced 14 acres with
pond and pole barn
Call 435-4748

I

1 to 300 acres Wes
Owner
Calloway
financing 489-2116.
leave message
35 Acres w/ 1/2 mile of
rd front. on the corner
of hwy 80 & 1346. 8 7
miles from 641 & 4
miles from Kenlake
Call 753-1323 ext 120
for details

Acres
VW Greve
495 R. read frontage
eltf
395 Lawmen Rd.

753-9132
753-6611

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
*All Size Lin,
Available
'Now Have
Climate Control

753-3853

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS
NO.OUNCENENTS
•One order, One check,
One smart move!
Same lime and money
by frisking one me ta
place•25-word classified in 70 Kentucky
newspapers for only
$250. For more information, contact the
classified department
of this newspaper or
call KPS 1-502-2238821
BUILDINGS

ADORABLE 2bed/1be
on large wooded lot at
196 Browns Grove Rd
in Lynn Grove. New
central I-VAC. City
water. Al appliances
including va/d. Large
laundry room. storage
building. Priced in
$70s.(270)293-2664

Ikaamenia ATY's
POLARIS Ranger XP
700 EFI, 55 hrs,
closed in cab 4892203 227-0579
MUST sell'
Haney Davidson
Super Glide
mileage. extras
270-345-2698

1999
DYrifl
Low
Call

i

leum,Mess

01 Tahoe LT, very
nice. must see Call
(270)978-3023

Buy running/fixable
cars, trucks, vans.
SUVs. ATVs. RVs.
farmconstruction
equipment, campers,
big riding mowers.
tillers, utility trailers
Cash paid
270-970-1010
ESTATE Sale
2030 Buick La Sabre
LID, fully loaded. 98k.
$6.000 080. perfect.
new fires, brakes. etc
489-2550
1994 Honda Accord, 4cylinder, great gas
mileage, premium
sound, leather, sunroof, excellent condition. $2,990. 759-1525
293-6692 (cell)
753-0132 (work)
1978 Lincoln Town Car
Great condition, runs
great, 68.000 miles,
new tires. $1,900 firm
227-1690
WM Inns
2004 Dodge 1500 4x4.
quad cab, loaded.
white, 10,000 miles,
hemi, super clean
$19.900. 759-9365

•Ati Smell Rigid frame
or pole building. Winter
discounts
available
now. Free quote and
erection
estimates'
Sentinel
Building
Systems,
800-3270790 ext. 26, winv eontinelbuoidangs . corn
*Steel Building Sale!
Huge
Savings.
Manufacturer direct. 26
years. Withstand high
wind and heavy snow.
Limited quantities. For
SPECIALS,
call
Pioneer
1-800-6685422 or visit www.pooneersteel.corn
BUSINESS
OPPORTUNMES
*Sales Pros Wanted'
Ready to make the
income you realty
want? Huge commissions' &rows people,
please I only work with
ft-re best 800-408-8618
E xt
5885
*NAV BeDoHaveF reecho
III COT

EQUIPMENT
FOR SALE
*Sawmills from only
$2,990. Convert your
logs to valuable lumber
with your own Norwood
portable band sawmill
Log shudders also available. wiver.norwoodindustnes.corn
Free
Information. 1-800-5781363 ext.300N
FOR RENT
*Find affordable rental
housing
on
www KyRents org!
Free searching, free
listings! Provided by
the Kentucky Housing
Co rporation
Equal
Housing Opportunity
HELP WANTED
-Exerting opportunity to
work with international
company in your hometown
Compensated
volunteers needed to
work with international
youth. Travel incentives. 1-800-344-3566
to
Or
go
WWW.ICOSUSa.org

A to B Moving. Local
and long distance
moves. Call Brian at
270-705-4156
A-1 Stump Removal
Fully insured.
437-3044.

2001 Chevy Sifverado
1500. 61K, manual.
cruise. tint, CD. bedliner, gray, alloys. V6, tow.
$10,500 0130
270-293-0601
2001 Dodge Sports
4x4. V6. red, great conPhone
dition.
(270)753"
-1

HMIampere
34 ft Coachman travel
trailer, bumper pull.
ready to go. $2,900
080 436-2749 Cell

(270)519-0352

L&M
LAWN SERVIC
Leaf mulching &
removal, shruh
& tree trimming
satistationn guaranteed
Call 753-1816
or 227-0611
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 7S) tqle
293-4954. Affordable
Home Repair Sagging
floors to leaking roofs.
We do N all Cal Greg
Collins.
436-2887 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal, Mc Insured
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages. gutters.
sink & tree work

Fhendity. December 21. 21996• 71

AFFORDABLE Tree
Service. Topping, tree
removal, and dean-up
Licensed and insured
Full line of equipment
Thanks for your business. Happy Holidays
270-247-2442,
270-970-2322
APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL
Septic system. gravel
while rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe
BEB6ER Flooring
Carpet, Vinyl,
Hardwood, Laminate
293-9340
C & C Renovation and
Remodeling.
We care about your
home Home repairs
roofing.
additions,
decks, floor repair A
coverings. siding
'TREE ESTIMATES'•
Cal (270)753-1499 or
(731)247-5464
perobenson•Mi.net

*Driver
1101117RUCTIONAL
Owner
ONL
Operators
•Areines we hieing- Regional freight from
Train for high paying
$1 21Pre
Louisville
aviation maintenance average! Hams alien &
Career FM Approved weekends. Flan ever
program. Financial aid if able. NOT forced dir
quailed- Job piece- path Cal Max N TIT
mere aseielance. CALL 1 -800-511-00S2
Aviation institute of
Maintenance (8881349- •Onver- %morel Rime.
Home weeny or Tamp
5387.
Commit Teem *pealed
*Mend College Online (ISK sign-on bonus).
from home 'Medical, Dedicated (Guaranteed
'Business, 'Paralegal, miles). Soioe, teams.
'Computers, 'Criminal COL-A Grads, LP
Justice. Job placement 0/04
Covenant
assistance. Computer Transport
8661684
provided. Financiel ad 2519 EOE
if quelled Cal 866- 2 1 2 1 •Onvers ASAP' 36
8 5
avow Online TidewaterT 43cprril $120prn ago
on bonus $O 4ase
ech.corn
NEW trucks COL-A 3
TRUCK DRIVERS
mos OTR a00-635HELP WANTED
8669
Driving *Omens Cs-A COL
41
Truck
School. Training for Drivers. Louisville, KY
Swift
&
Werner area (2 yr recent sap
Dedicated runs avail- required) 886-270-2865
able. Starling salary iwnv.abdrivers.com
150.000-.. Home weekKentucky
ly! -Also hiring expen- D▪ riversenced drivers- 1-800- Drivers earn $60.000.
Dedicated./ Regional,
E183-0171 A-50
Home weekly & week•SSCLASS-A DnversiS ends' Class-A COL +1
TN. year OTR Experience
Clarksville
Georgetown
and required 800-400-1271
Owensboro KY areas
No-tarp, flatbed freight. •Onvers- New Regional
planned
reloads & OTR positions availExcellent pay and ben- able in your area! New
efits. Freight awaits Equipment, Premium
you.. Call 866-417. pay package, great
benefits Call Oakley
7387
Transport, 877-882*Driver Don't lust start E637. Get a new start at
your career, start it a great company!!
right! Company spon- *Midwest
Owner
sored COL training in 3 Operations Needed!!
weeks. Must be 21 $1 05 guaranteed ALL
Have COL? Tuition miles (empty
and
reimbursement, CRST loaded) plus generous
800-553-2778
fuel
surcharge
home
•Dnver- Flatbed Small Guaranteed
Company, BIG Pay weekends. 2.500-3,000
Starting up to 46 CP1.1 miles average Frontier
Guaranteed hometnne, Transportation
three weeks vacation (800)991-6227
Lease
purchase •No Experience- No
BC/BS 6 months expe- Job" No problem'',
rience required 800- CDL Training- Job
441-4271 ext KY-100
placement. $740-$940
wk No money down
•OriverKNIGHT Lodging,
meals. transTransportation- wants
portation. Hiring in your
you' We offer Daily area
today! 1-877-554pay. 2500 miles. week.
weekly hometime, full 3800

Photo pro..40•0
LEARNING ABOUT FRICTION: Murray MKidia SchoofS
fourth grade teacher Megan Jones taught the concept of
fnction by using everyday obiects and letting her students
expenment Sabnna Jackson (left) and Isaac Hansen
check to see which had the most friction : rolling a marble
on a slick table or rolling a marble on a facket on a table

Ihirescope
HIRTHDAI
HAPPI
for
Friday. Dec. 22, 2006:
This year MOM than usual. you
hase a lot going for you
Increase your secunty and add
to your savings and investments
You know what you are doing
Trust your Judgment, though
getting feedback wouldn I hurt
You will he creating a safer
space for you to launch a new
life cycle your nest birthday Get
nd of what isn't working and
make room for new and better If
you are single. your instincts
about potFraial suitors run high
Listen to them You also might
need to curb a possessive streak
It you are attached, you are
heading down
new path
together Share MOTT kit y our
ulnerabilities
AQUARIUS
might cost you'

benefits, stock' 401. •OTR Drivers deserve The Stars Shoe the Kind of
Newer equipment, paid more pay! $ 47/mi. 1 Day You'll Have: c-Dynamic;
onentabon. no HazMat year experience. More 4-Positive; 3-Average. 2-So-so:
required Jobs wrth 4 experience
makes 1 -Difficult
months OTR experi- morel hometime you
ence Call Joyce or need' Great trucks' ARIES (March 21-Aprfl 19)
Travis. 888-346-4639 Great moats' Heartland ***** Zero in on what you
Owner Operators 800- Express
1 -800-441 - want For many, this might mean
437-5907
4953 WAY* heartiandex- surrounding yourself with those
press corn
very special people in your life.
You easily could be in the convivial frame of mind where you
let go and enjoy Touch base wrth
someone at a distance Tonight:
Where the action is
DIXON COMPUTER [
Ilefts"°Fel
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
CONNECTION
1. raiipaiir Prdordhnn..4,,.
G&T Homebuilders *** Take charge and don t
back down Others, especially an
111
• dor Ine.ines.
tome lepatdo Arkeress
N511 per Ii
Irwin I leen Ire Sidiq older relative, might need to hear
from you. Someone could feel as
Presume
heti
270-227-1087
- if no one is there for him or her
ii .irs
You can change how this person
Awe Illalloatio
Make that your business
feels.
ON.) HANDYMAN
Tonight: A force to be dealt with
We do all the odd lobs
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
you don't have time
***** Be willing to reach out
for
for someone at a distance You
Painting, siding, roofs.
can turn a situation around
decks
before you know it Taking an
293-5438
overview and being optimistic
add a flurry of social activity and
Doan Electrical
emotional warmth to your life
Tonight Listen to holiday music
Services
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** You might want to
move past a hassle with a loved
one or associate Use timing
767-0433. 350-0954
when initiating a conversation
Your listening skills must come
FUTRELL'S Tree
forward if you are to be successService
ful Funnel some of your high
Trimming, removal.
energy Tonight Work with a
stump gnnding. firefriend or loved one
IILLL
MIT(
wood. Insured
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
TFCH
RoOF
489-2839.
***** Others are passionate
• Comm. Res.
about you. what they want and
GUN repair. gun • Winter Repairs
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1539 West • Free Estimates
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Romantic twinges occur for both
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Whether you act on them is your
call Let happiness bubble forth.
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BORN TODAY
Bee Gees singer Maurice Cobh
(1949), Bee Gees singer Robin
Gibb (1949), actor Ralph
Fiennes(1962)
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Jacqueline Bigot Is on the
Internet et http://www.McqueIlreeblgarcorn.
(c) 2006 by King Features
Syndicate Inc

Key Kar Rental
c.// Dom(Tday'
270-753-9955

Don't Stop Your
Paper, We'll
Save it For You
Mt that Arne of year, and

Isammlos War
Tonight Say 'yea "
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept 22)
*** Don't get upset about running wound with so much to do
Know that you have everything
under control, even if you don't
think so. Someone will pitch met
the last minute, adding to the fun
of this holiday Tonight Wind
down at home
LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct 22)
***** You have a jovial way
and a bounce in your slap You
might feel as if Bully Me is working. A relationship gains in
lance, be it with a child or a new
friend Honor your teeing'. and
don't walk away from intensity
Tonight: Very Mayful
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** As soon as you can head
home, all the better If possible
take a day off of work from
home. You will accomplish more
in your own environment. Others
respond to your inquiries later or
Ito day. Tonight. °icier in
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
***** Your newfound optimism flows through no matter
what you do or say Others smile
because you are so affable and
friendly Check out a new item to
add zip to your communication
Tonight Just be available
CAPRICORN (Dec_ 22-Jan. 19)
*** Always concerned about
your finances, you could be
taken aback by what you learn
Be posreve. and you'll discover
that the end results are excellent No one has the financial
intuition that you do Use it
Tonight Finish up any lastminute details or shopping
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
a•*** You are all smiles writ
the Moon beaming you into the
limelight You could feel overiyhelmed and teed if you stop
Don't You are on a roll Your
magnetism draws many You
might want to take some time to
spice up your Me Tonight What
would make you happy'
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
*** You have a sense of mystery enveloping you A secret
might put a smile on your face
but have other people very curious as to what is going on You
don't have to share Keeping
mum is your best bet Tonight
Take some private time whole
you Can
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CLASSIFIED GREETINGS
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Wessings Of
The Season

PAW YOlI FOR YOUR
SI/S/NESS AND SLIPPORT,
MERRY CAIR/ST414-1
HAAPY WEW YEAR/

We're proud
to HMIIt•
thio community
and winh you all
the beet in the
oonsing yeas.

Dan Miller
Auctioneer
& Associates

Xuctbeg
Appliance Repair
riszet KY 42049
226-93
—
492-819

INSURANCE
Lou V. McGary

(270) 435-4144

(270)753-7890
8:00 a.m. - 8:00 .m.

Saw* Wart KY & West ri for 23 Years

May the Christmas
season bless you and
yours as we have been
blessed this past year.
Merry Christmas!

GARLAND
RENTALS

TRENT
GARLAND
CONTRUCTION

Paul,- Vickie, 8e %midis

garland

bay III Baca.,
I Trucking Sank.
•Septic Tanks
•New Installations & Repair
•White Rock
• Dozer & Trackhoe work

5995 Shoemaker Rd.
(270)436-2113
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Happy
Holidays
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Wishing only the best
for our readers,
advertisers, &
patrons this holiday
season.
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Would like to thank our
clients,family, Ai'
,r their continue support
on our new salon!
1-lapyy
Vatarie 8r _Leanne
-4247

Wishing Our Customers
,‘nd Their Families A Very
Merry Christmas And A
Happy Ness Year!

Brent & Missy Dunlap

From: The staff of the
Murray Ledger & Times

Retailers try to curb, handle angry Christmas shoppers
By LAUREN VILLAGRAN
AP Business Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — 'Tis the season to be ... angry?
The countdown to Christmas has
dwindled to the single digits: As the
mall crowds have worsened, so has
the stress on shoppers faced with a
creeping deadline to buy gifts — and
they're increasingly taking that stress
out on salespeople.
Now merchants from toy sellers
to electronics chains have buckled
down to deal with irate shoppers.
Their strategies vary but the goal is
generally the same: to keep customers
happy (and from wrestling each other
in the aisles) and employees safe.
"We've all done it: I know I've
lost my temper, arid everyone else
has probably done it," said Ernest Speranza, chief marketing officer of KB
Toys. "At this time of year, people
start out with all the best intentions.
They're busy buying toys for a young
child. They're happy about doing that.
Then they get caught up in the frenzy ... and a nice experience now
starts to spiral out of control."
With shoppers procrastinating even
more this year than last year, according to reports, retailers are bracing
for an even bigger rush this weekend — and doing what they can to
manage the mad multitudes. Stores
have beefed up security and coached
their employees in anger management. They're taking the hottest items
off the shelves to avoid fights in the
aisles. While retailers are reluctant
to say how much they're spending
to manage the mayhem, they do say
the measures are worth it to keep
their customers happy, employees sane
and stores safe during the busiest
time of the year.
Shoppers have become angrier, suggests a recent study by ComPsych
Corp., a provider of employee assistance programs. This year. ComPsych
has seen a marked increase in the
number of acute-stress counseling sessions it provides to retailers related
to customer abuse. The number rose
13 percent in 2006 following a 63

percent jump last year.
"During the holiday season, (retailers) bring on people who are less
familiar with where products are, how
stores operate," said Richard A.
Chaifetz, chairman and chief executive of ComPsych. "Shoppers are agitated. Put those together and you create a combustible environment."
On the corner of 34th Street and
7th Avenue in New York, Melanie
Marquez took a deep breath as she
set down two handfuls of red and
white Macy's shopping bags. She had
just been shopping at the flagship
store of Federated Department Stores
Inc.
Marquez, 47, said she made her
way to the front of the Macy's checkout line only to find that the register didn't recognize the discounts she
expected on a set of towels. After
leaving the line to search for the
proper sales ticket. Marquez waited
another hour to save about $14 on a
receipt that totaled $450 — that, after
putting up a fight.
"Poor Macy's," she said. "You
have to be mean to them."
People are "pushy and rude," said
18-year-old Cheryl Warshauer, while
shopping in New York. "I try not to
AP
be. But they're all so pushy, you
have to be pushy back."
Shoppers pass Macy's in New York. As stressed-out shoppers enter the home stretch of the holiday shopping seaThis season, fewer retail workers son, retailers are bracing for the rush, and doing what they can to manage the mad multitudes.
will bear the increased aggression.
Meanwhile, Toys "R" Us Inc. said browse or toy with Best Buy's inter- retailers are set to expand hours next
According to the Bureau of Labor it puts hot products on display but active displays, "during the holidays, week to accommodate the post-ChristStatistics, the number of people tries to be sure supply meets demand, they come with a purpose," said Ryan mas shopper rush, which has been
employed in the retail sector slipped said Ron Boire, president of Toys Seymour, general manager of a Best increasing in recent years with the
in November. compared to the same "R" Us in the U.S. Still, there have Buy store in Alexandna. Va. "They're popularity of gift cards. That means
the stress on employees continues,
month last year. Meanwhile, workers been periodic shortages of T.M.X. aggressive."
So a few days before Black Fri- and retailers are keeping holiday seaemployed by general merchandise Elmo, Nintendo's new Wii gaming constores has dropped to the lowest num- sole and Sony's Playstation3, he said. day -- the day after Thanksgiving son measures intact.
At a street vendor's table in New
ber since 2002.
To keep customers under control that marks the start of the holiday
To diffuse an incendiary situation — lest a stressed-out shopper become shopping season -- Best Buy stores York, Lourdes Maria Gonzalez hagbefore it sparks, KB Toys' Speranza a violent shopper — Boire said the do a "dry run" of the frenzy. Sea- gled for a bottle of perfume. After
said the chain has stopped putting chain beefs up security during the sonal employees are made to wait in settling for the $10 price, she hurthe year's hottest toys on the shelves holidays, including hiring plainclothes their respective departments when, at nedly stashed the canister in a stroller
altogether. Fisher-Price's T.M.X. Elmo officers to police its aisles and check- once, the other employees bully their where her 3-month-old son slept and
way toward the department with a flood slung a large bag of wrapped pres— one of this season's most fought- out lines.
over items — didn't make it onto
Electronics retailer Best Buy Co. of questions. Employees are "armed ents over her shoulder
"Everything is a rush," she said.
shelves until just this week, he said. preps its employees for the holiday with a strategy" for organization and
"I'm behind. After Chnstmas, I'll still
inventory, Seymour said.
Instead, KB Toys created a waiting rush with preseason rehearsals.
And the crowds won't be going be doing Christmas shopping."
Customers who normally come to
list and called customers one by one
away after Dec. 25. The nation's
as shipments arrived.

